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Title word cross-reference

2 [WJ79]. 2 [Can93, Kri81b, Mer81].  
$f(x) = 0$ [Kah79]. $\mu$ [Ano94-31, BBF+97, Raj95]. $\pi/4$ [Bir91].

-law [Ano94-31].

0.01-to-20-GHz [BBF+93].  
0.01-to-40-GHz [Zel91]. 0.1-Micrometer [RNR+98]. 0.35- [BBF+97, Raj95].

1 [Bol75, DSB94, FMN84, Mac74, MS82, RO86, REB86, Sch86, Toe86]. 1-GHz [RO86, REB86, Sch86, Toe86]. 1-Hz [Bol75]. 1-MHz [AI84, Mac74]. 1-MIPS [FMN84, MS82]. 1.0625 [CDLN96].  
BCK+94, BTE+94, CAJ+94, DMW94, PPMW94]. 125 [SIBH88]. 125-MHz
[SIBH88]. 128K [WSBK83]. 128K-Bit
[WSBK83]. 1300-mm [RWT97]. 13MHz
[NTA72]. 15-port [Bro95]. 150 [LGV+98].
150-MHz-Bandwidth [LGV+98]. 16-Bit
[RR83, Goe89]. 16-volt [KE74]. 1611A
[Ogd78]. 18 [BFHT83, LE83]. 18-MHz
[BFHT83, LE83]. 18C [LS87].
[Kar82]. 1980s [Cla79].
1990s [HPF93]. 1996 [Ano96b-28]. 1a
[MRH94d].

2 [DSB94, HE75, Ujv94]. 2-to-18-GHz
[HE75]. 2-to-26.5-GHz [HZ83].
2.488-Gbit [GLP+97, WSYD97].
2.488-Gbit/s [GLP+97, WSYD97].
2.5-GHz [US93]. 2/[PS81, So81]. 20
[KE74]. 20-GHz [DV911, HH91, HCHR91].
20-MHz [KE74]. 200 [MP81]. 200-kHz
[MP81]. 2100A [Cou71]. 21MX
[Lan77, RH74, Rig77]. 2392A [SBB85].
25-Line [Adl86]. 250 [GZC74].
250-Megasample-Per-Second [DWD88].
250-MHz [GZC74]. 26.5 [Bo80, NML90].
26.5-GHz [Bo80]. 26.5-to-75-GHz
[NML90]. 280 [MT81]. 280-MHz [MT81].
28C [LS87]. 2D [MMN98].
3-GHz [SPD+93, Wag93]. 3-MIPS
[WST84]. 3.0 [PT90]. 30-bit [WYSE97].
30-lb [Smi69]. 300-imp [LT85]. 300-MHz
[BKE+90, SE90]. 3000/IBM [Ish80].
32-Bit [ACK+84, BZS83, BB+84, GJW83,
BFHT83, Fia83, GOS84, HKC84b, Jon84,
LMMAE, LWBB84]. 33 [Hol79, MK79].
3820A [Was80]. 38G [Don96]. 3D
[Ano94w, CG98, LB98, Tha89]. 3V [KM97].

4 [Bo174, Zel79]. 4-GHz [Bo174]. 4-Inch
[DSB94]. 4-MHz [GY88]. 4-to-1300-MHz
[Zel79]. 4.5 [Bo75]. 4.5-GHz [Bo75]. 40
[Say80]. 40-GHz [Say80]. 400
[Jek80, Ter78]. 400-1pm [Ter78].
400-to-1600-MHz [Jek80].
400-to-1600-MHz [Jek80. 41 [Wol83].
41C [CR81, JM80, Ste80a]. 45C
[Bec80, JF80]. 486/33T [Ano91]. 48SX
[BBE+91, HW91, Rip91, SMB+91, WP91].
4940A [Lee74].
analyses [SWM78]. Analog-To-Digital [DWD88, MPR82, Hil93a, KV94, RK94a, WP94a, CPK88, Goe89, Hil93b, Rie94].

analysers [ALRS89, Boy80, Gue74b]. Analyses [ALRS89, Boy80, Gue74b]. Analogue-Digital [Gro91]. Analog-To-Digital [DWD88, MPR82, Hil93a, KV94, RK94a, WP94a, CPK88, Goe89, Hil93b, Rie94].

analysing [Ano93c, Chu88, HBHC84], angle [MS80]. Analysing [Ano93c, Chu88, HBHC84]. angle [MS80].
MBC95, Nel82, PT92, Roe96, Wat87b, WR85, Wor92, YLJ+87, BW85, BTE+94, BLY92, Cag90, Chi90, Cou71, Fis88, Mar89, O’B93, Rei91, Rue80, SM+97, Tal88a, TSv92, WH91, BGK+87, MBF+87, MBH+89, PB87, RJH+87, WCT87.

Archiving [Loo97].

Area [AT95, Gd86, JRM+86, LAB97, Met86, BWW84].

Arithmetic [Ano95-41].

Arrangements [HPL96].

Array [GFK83, MW94, TLCB98, Kal95, Lar83b, McK83, Mil83, WM78].

Arrays [BBF+97, BP70].

Arsenide [Gib86].

Art [Rip87, TRH85].

Artwork [BH81, TH81].

ASAP [BH81].

ASCII [Leo77, Nad75, Tre78].

ASIC [Bur95, MBL95, MMPT97].

ASICs [MY95].

Aspect [SSMM81].

Assembler [AS90, Mil84, Yac80].

Assembler/disassembler [AS90].

Assemblies [Dul85, KWR+87, Ste98, HRH81].

Assembly [Ano93-28, Ano96k, Buf96, CAJ+94, Hal79, Pal96, Gas88, MH92].

Assembly-Language [Buf96].

Assessment [SD95, VCMH96, Gil89].

Assignment [Kru94a, Kru94b].

Assistant [SMH86].

associated [Kei71].

Assurance [AY98, Mar88].

assures [DJS83, Ter78].

Assuring [Bru97a].

Astronomers [She71].

Asynchronous [BYA86].

ATLAS [FG75].

ATM [DN96, DGH+97, MM97a].

attained [Sta77].

attenuation [Inh75].

Attenuator [MSS87, Ada71, SF95, Zan73].

attenuators [Ada71, KV74, Vet91].

Audio [BS94, Ton85, Ujv94, Boy80, Foo80, KB69b].

audio-frequency [KB69b].

Audit [Loo97].

August [Ano96-28].

Author [Ano94b].

Authorization [Cas95b].

Authors [Ano94d, Ano94c, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96c].

autochanger [DSC+90, OB90, SH90a].

Autoloader [Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano94t, DS894].

autoloading [DPA+88].

Automated [BF79, Bob73, CAJ+94, Du87, Du85, Gri69, MH92, McD84, MB96, RSW+86, Whi85, Gor91, Sch97, WCT87].

Automatic [Bal84, Ban69, BBT92, BF67, Bol75, Gar83, GDKK94, Kar94, KH84, Rya95, SJ80, Sim94a, APA92, Bol74, Bol80, Bre74, CWF+79, CW72, Ewy69, ES69, FG75, FPS72, HT76, Hue73, Koe80, Mae74, NTA72, PN88, Pee73, RW70, RS70, Sch79, Sch73, Sha72, Tho80, Urq76, YK77].

automatically [Goo77, NSM70].

Automating [AM73, FS86, Juc88, Kur81, San72].

Automation [BP82, Dia94, MS95, PT90, Wat88, AG+91, ACCM83, Jon81].

Automotive [BKAWBCTK98, Ste98].

Autopeaking [Zan83].

AUTOPLOT [BP83].

AUTOPLOT/ [BP83].

autoranging [GBHS81, Ris82, Tho80].

autosampler [KP90].

Availability [Reb88, WA97].

Average [Ano92c, Ano92p, Cas95a, Ket74, Sch87].

Averaging [Ano93e, Ano93y, Chu74, RR69, Sch70].

axis [HPH81, KT81, WK93].


B-Class [LHIR98].

B-ISDN [NZ97].

Backbones [BB97b].

backplane [Tal90].

Backscatter [Ano95f].

Backup [Ano94t, BDM85].

Balancing [Kru94a].

Band [McK75].

Band-selectable [McK75].

Bandpass [Wai93].

Bandwidth [Ano95p, ANSW95, Arns95, LGV+98, Per86].

Bang [Ano92d].

Bang-Bang [Ano92d].

Bank [Wai93].

bantam [CJ71].

bar [CR81, ULW81].

Barium [NML90].

barrier [LM73].

Base [BF82, BK95, BHK+86, EKW93, FGH+89, Het79, Mc74, Mor70, PN88].

Baseband [BBDK93, FST92, Lau87, LW82, Rob82a].

Based [Ano92m, Ano92-31, Bru97, CS88, CBL96, GV86, HR82, IGHG+94, Mur97].
NML90, TD92, BGG88, Boy80, DD97, EH81, Kis70, LFWEJ89, MBW79, Mat79a, Mat84, Moy78, Mye96, SSV90, SMT+97, Sho89, Wag75, Wo175, GSG+87, GLM95, KV94.


Chromatograph [KH84, DJ83, St74b, Wi90].
Chromatography [JR84, LR83, NH94, ACCM83, BF90, GV84, KP90, Row83, Sch75, SW90a, Smi73, SW90b, WMZ84].
chronicling [Lea89].
Chronological [Ano94a].
CIM [HCF88].
Circuit [Col88b, DMJCB97, Dul85, Gas88, Har84, Hen84, Jac88, KP88, LBKY86, Mar88, Mc84, Pa86, Reg88, SM79, Tan96, WSYD97, BL87, Bas79, Bec76, BCH81, Cho90, Cro79, CWF89, CHM92, EZ81, FL80, Har83, HDH87, HMPF74, Ham93, HLT83, NTH84, SDA81, WJ79].
Class [BK95, LHIR98, NK96, Pug90, Oli71, Wil97b].
Classes [BBD87].
cleaner [Bru73].
Cleanroom [Hea94].
Client [Ano93h, Ano94-33, HK93, Kon95, LH95].
Client/Server [Ano93h, Ano94-33, HK93, Kon95, LH95].
Clients [Ano96b].
Clip [BP72, Pri76].
Clip-and-read [BP72].
Clock [Toe97, WSYD97, WP94b, WP94c, LE83].
Clocks [Hoe97, Let92].
Closed-loop [MM79].
Clusters [Ano93w, GL88].
CMOS [Ano94-36, AT83, Dia94, Di84, EM98, GBO94, Har83, JM80, KM97, Nis87].
CMOSC [HJJ88].
CO [Can93, Kri81b, Mer81, PS81, Sol81].
CO/PS81, Sol81].
Coatings [SD95].
Coaxial [KCP77].
COBOL [Car95].
Code [Bi96, BB91, Gi96].
Co-Domain [Bi96].
CodeAdvisor [DD97].
codes [CR81, ULW81].
Coding [CJ95, Sim94b].
coherence [BCH93].
Coherent [KNTV96, Mag83].
Coinjection [Ano92k].
Collaboration [GWW94].
Complementary [SNN88, Oli71].
complementary-pair [Oli71]. complete [Foo80]. completely [Bol74].
Complex [MBC95, MRH94e, SHB84, BCO +93, Cha77, Far74, Haa78, Ivo88, NTH +84, Pir97].
Complexity [Moa98, War89].
Complex 

Component [Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91f, Ano94-38, BW92, DF91, DR95, Kai91, Rei91, SW91, Tiv91, WJ91, WH91, Wes91, ARLS89, BGGS88, Cro79, HH91, HCHR91, JM91, WHHC89, WHH91]. Components [BTW83, Cox96, AKL69, KCP77, MN79, PK75, Sei81].
Components [BTW83, Cox96, AKL69, KCP77, MN79, PK75, Sei81].
Computer [AGO +85, Ame85, BK85a, Bar84, BZS83, BP82, BLSM83, BBD +84, BKO87, CGS +86, DF90, Dic84, DU82, Don86, DV85, ELC +86, FK86, Fro86, GV86, GVW83, Hal82, HSYJ85, HL85, KE85, Lin84, MC84, Nea68, Ohi82a, PDW85, Pea85, PGW73, Rei88, SJL91, SW86, Sny75, SM86, SHB +82, Tue95, WR86, WST84, WW84, AK79, Bak81, Bau80, BM79, BB89, BFRP84, Car69, Cat78, CP85, Chu79, Cla79, CPR75, Cou71, Die74, DR81, DP84, EW78, EDF82, Edw79c, Eve83, FR95, FRAC85, Fan72, FG73, FK79, Fos73, FM84, FH80, GOS84, GP84, Hal79, Ham79, HB72, HKC84b, Hey81, HM84, Joh77a, Jon81, Jon84, Jun78, Kis70, LMM84, Leo83, LK80, LLS88, LFWEJ89, Lyn80a, MM90, Mat79a, MS82, Mat79b, MK79, MD79, MBH +89, Mey84, Mf84, MH80, MCCB76, MRM83. computer

computer [Myc96, Nei79, PSA83, Per88, Pou88, Pou88, Rig77, RJH +87, Sha76, Spa72a, SS90, SK90, Sto74, SMK84, TBL +83, Tun74, US79, Van77b, Van74, WN79a, WLHC84, WAZH84, Wli78, WM85, Win81, Won79, SPA +84a, Sua84, WBSC84, Yor83]. Computer-Aided [BP82, DV85, PGW73, FR95, Fan72, PSA83].

computer-based [Kis70, LFWEJ89].
computer-controlled [Car69].
computer-like [MCCB76].
Computer [Mon68].
Computers [BKMM87, BKH +86, BGK +87, BK85b, CHK86, CHK86, DN86, FSB +87, FT86, GSG +87, Gd86, HJL +83, KM84, MD86, Met86, Pal86, RSW +86, Row86, Spr82, Wol83, ASCC84, BW884, CKP89, CS87, Geb78, GJM +92, Har82, HL86, LP92, Mar89, Mc74, MG92, TL89, Wal70, WS84b, WCT87]. Computing [ARD +94, ALT82, GR69, HMM96, Kon95, LEV96, Mar70, Cat78, Chn79, CAV69, HB88, Ing70, Mar71]. Computing-counter [Mar70, Ing70]. Concept 

Connectionless [Ano90c]. Connectivity [BB97b, PPMW94]. Connector

Connection [Con94, Rad87, RTD91]. Conservative [DGHP85]. Considerations [Cle93, Fid96, Bec80, DW92b, HH91, Mai93, MH89].
Control [Ano94i, BP85, Can93, CDG+88, Hig85a, JAD83, IW82, Nak96, Nel82, Sch84, Sha85, SW86, Van86, Wol83, ACCM83, BBW95, Bre74, Bru78, Chi81, Cla81a, Cou72, CH82, Dac76, FS81a, FS81b, GHK+93, Ham81, Hol82a, HL86, Kas72, Kla78, Kur81, Lai81, Leo83, Lin79a, MW86, Mof78, Sch75, SL93, TTML81, WMZ84, Woo78]. controlled [BB78, Bra78, Car69, Gor80, MH89, MW80, Pee73, QW83, Ste74b, Wal70].


correction [Joh80]. Corrected [Ano93o].

Correction [Gal84, Ano90b, HH91, Mey90b, TW76]. corrections [RW81]. correctness [WT97]. correlating [RP88]. Correlation [Ano96r, RR69, She96, BGG88, SNN88]. correlation-based [BGG88]. correlator [AP69, MFPE72]. correlator/averager/probability [AP69]. Cost [Ano92-31, Ano97a, BDM85, BM79, BEM95, BCF96, BGS83, Can85, Cla81b, Dou75, DGN98, Gib86, GLW85, Hal82, HM85, HL85, LAB97, Mal87, Mar95b, MD79, Pea95, QH83, RSW+86, Spr82, WST84, WMBB94, Wol83, ABD+97, Azm82, BD73, BDOT85, CP85, Cle79, CHM76, CS80, CK76, CF68, Dic78, Edw79c, FCC79, FL80, FHDS92, HVSM96, HWS87, Hay74, Het79, HMM73, HC75, HL86, KA92, KPC+82, LT85, MC85, MEM82, MO74, MBW79, Res83, RS75, Ric76, RC79, SJ75, SMT+97, Smi79, SM87, Sta81b, SM79, TD83, TC79, War91, WDDH84, Wit92b].

Cost-Effective [Ano97a, GLW85, Hal82, BM79, Cla81b, Dou75, MD79, SM79]. costly [NT75]. Costs [Ano94y, BJM71, KSMM97]. Count [Ano96s]. Counter [Ano97a, GR69, SHB84, Ban69, Bol75, BB78, Bol80, CAFT78, CK76, HC75, Ing70, Jek75, Koe80, LM86, LJ75, Mac73, Mar70, Mar71, MBW79, McO80, Mut74, Per86, SJ80, Sch73, Sch80, WJ79]. Counters [Gib86, LM86, MO74]. Coupled [Kim97].


crowded [FEG77]. CRT [Bau80, Dou75, EH78, Lan75, Leot77, NSW76, Wai75]. Crystal [Ano95-29, CK76, Maz80, Ste81]. Cu [HH90].

Cube [Lam95]. Current [Bec76, DiF75, Emm72, IK69, KGK81, Lou75, Pee73, PP69]. Curve [Adc78b, Ano93-42, BD84].

Curve-Fit [Ano93-3, BD84]. Curve-Fitting [BD84]. Custom [Ano90a, BHW86, Bur95, Di58, FHMP97, Hea85, PK84, PL84, Tha89, BP83, Lyn80a]. Customer [Cam94, Cot96, MB85, Reh97].

Customer-Driven [Cam94]. Customer-Oriented [Cot96]. Customers [BT98]. Customizations [Joy96].

Customizing [Cot94]. Cut [Ano92], AK81, BW81. cutter [APA92].

CW [SFO80]. Cycle [Cot96, Saf96]. Cyclic
D [EAW+86, Mac93]. d.c [Pet70]. d.c.-to-v. h.f [Pet70]. DAC
[Ano92-36, HMM73]. Data
[Ano93-34, Ano96f, Ano96t, Bar96, BKV89, Bia90, BFS94, BHK+86, BYA86, Cam94, CS88, DN86, DU82, DSB94, Don86, Gen85, HGWS97, HSK87, Hur90, Jon84, KP88, KYKM85, KRDS83, Lan94, Leo83, MLPN88, MB93, MCD97, MP83, NIWM98, NK78, Pie87, RP88, Sch96, Sha85, ST90, THHW95, WSYD97, Whi85, Wol81, da94, AS90, And70, CLL81, CDE87, CS76, CPR75, CDS71, Dam74, Duc74, EH78, Erd79, FGH+89, Gue74b, Hal93, Ham93, Han79, HHH81, He98, Hey91, HBNB83, Mai90, McI74, Mor76, Mun77, NTH+84, Res83, Ric81a, Ric76, RBB87, RO86, SKWR95, SFW78, Sha89, SM75, Sta81a, Ste74b, Ste80b, SK69, TPG79, Wol75, YWP92]. Data-Driven [Lan94].

data-transmission [Gue74b]. Database
[Ano93h, HKH93, AC93, Bet97, DD97]. Databases [Loo97]. Datacom [AP90]. Dataflow [Bee92]. dB [Hil93b, Jer74]. DBMS [Loo97]. dc [PP69, HK88, MiTT82, Vet91, Mer73]. dc-to-20-GHz [Mer73]. DC-to-50-GHz [Vet91]. DCE [Ano93-41, Cas95b, GH95, GLM95, KT95, Kon95, LH95]. DCE-Based [GLM95]. DDS [Ano94t, DSB94, Ujv94]. DDS-2 [DSB94, Ujv94]. Debug [Ano93k, GNR93, PDW85, Tan89]. Debugger [Ano94z, IGHB+94]. Debugging [ADG+96, Ano92i, Ano93-35, Ano94l, GNR93, McD80]. decentralized [Erd79]. Decision [Tan96, MS83]. Decisions [BKQW95, Gra96, Hig95]. Decoder [LBS95b, LBS95a]. decodes [Pru92]. DECT [Elo93]. Dedicated [HPM87, Ogd80]. Deep [NSMO98, FK79]. deep-level [FK79]. Deep-Submicrometer [NSMO98]. Defect [Ano92-32, HKH93, Bla86, DD97, NSA89, War89]. defects [BR91, War91]. Defibrillator [BJS]. Defibrillator-Monitor [BJS]. Definition [Ano93r, Ano96a, BF89]. Definitions [Ano92]. deflection [BL87]. Delay [GBO94, Lam95, FH74, IKS81]. delays [FD78]. Delivering [LHR]. Delivers [HL85, CHM76]. delivery [GV84, SW90b]. Demand [ASTW95]. Demodulation [Ano93d, BVAP87]. Demodulator [Ka88, Ril79]. demountable [Mat92]. Dense [TD92]. density [FL80]. Departments [Ano96g]. dependable [Go80]. Deposition [DL85, Ili82]. Derivation [Sha98]. Deriving [Ste74b]. descriptions [Gil96]. Design [ABG+92, ALRS89, AGS85, Ano92g, Ano92l, Ano92z, Ano93l, Ano93s, Ano94j, Ano94y, Ano94w, Ano95p, Ano95z, Ano96j, Ano96-29, Ano97e, BJJN88, BB+95, BKQW95, BBF+97, BCH+93, Bra96, BMS87, CLG87, Can85, CR97, CHK+96, Col88a, CSWR85, Cow70, Cra92, Cra85, DWB+97, DD86, DR95, DW92b, DD'83, DVE85, DMJCB97, DS82, ELC+86, Edw84, EEH+84, EM98, FHJ+85, Fid96, FST92, FHMP97, FSB+87, FPUB88, Fu96, GHU68, Har86, HCHR91, HHT+97, HMM96, Jac88, JJ85, KP88, KGH+87, LS87, Lon92, Mai93, MSS87, Mar88, May88, MTWG85, MH89, MFW87, MKW+96, Mur97, NG87, Oh82a, OR96, Pea85, Pet96, PBD88, Pon80a, Reg88, RSM91, RMVT95, Rya95, SDA81, SPD+93, Sim94b, SBB85, SGD83, Smi84b, ST90, SC89, SM68, Ste83, SHB+82, TCW88, TM91, WP94a]. Design [WYSE97, WMZ84, WJ80, Wor92, YF92, BLMJ77, BBDK93, BGG88, Bor90, BM81, BSY89, Bro95, Cam82, CJHE93, Car81, Cho90, CWF+79, CGH+93, CBH91, DSC+90, Dev81, DR81, FR95, Fed74, FFS89, Gll81, GL88, HJH+97, HKZ74, HG81, Hig88, Hor79, JKP+88, JS93, JM93, JU97, KT81, KSV78, KPC+82, Ker80, Kil94, Kil97, Kre92,
KSMM97, LH82, LM93, MC85, MEM82, MSCK92, MP83, MRRS93, MOT90, Neg81, NS88, OB90, Osh68, OGB84, PCW77, PGW73, PPJ91, RH92, Roe95, Ryt77, SK80, SCI+81, SF95, SMB+91, SSMM81, St77, Tal88b, TBBM83, Top89, TH81, Vob88, Wag75, WBSC84, WP94b, WJ82, Win81, Wyn92, YN93, RM88.

Design-for-Testability [DR95].

Designed [BB80, CS80, Dic78, FCC79, Gra81, HVSM96, LK80, MO74, Sha76].

Designer [Kas72, NH92].

Designing [Bec79, BL83, Cos76, GS93, HCW+82, HLT+83, Mei82, MPR82, PB76, Sch78a, Swe81, Tag74, TOB97, Wal76, WST84, WS84a, Wat81]. DesignJet [Ano92k, Ano92l, Lon92, MSCK92, PT92].

Designs [FHDS92].

Desk [GH73].


Desktop [ABW78, BBD+84, CBL96, Jon81, Joy96, Pea85, Bak81, BFMP84, Clu79, EW78, FK79, FHDS92, Hal79, US79].

DeskWriter [ACM92].

Detaching [SB84]. Detailed [Ano97b]. Details [MRH94c, MRH94d].

Detection [Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano95b, Ano95-42, Gal84, Ano90b, DD97, Kal95, KW80, Ran88, TW76, WDDH84].

Detect [But95, CRSY73, GTM95, Kal95, LN+84, Smi73, YPS76].

Detectors [Ano93a, Bec87, Upp88, KBHS93, MCM93, WT+90].

determines [HFOS81].

Determining [Pet96].

Developing [Ano93m, Cox96, CHNJ97, DL97, Fu96, GC90, Hum92, KF95, LH95, MW78, Reg88, ST83, Smi94, Spe96].

Development [AS85, Ano91b, Ano92h, Ano94u, Ano95m, Ano95n, Ams82, BJNN88, BLTY81, BCK+94, BLNP86, BAs5, BEM95, Bu95, BH+88, Cam94, CL98, Cou94, CT85, DSW83, Dra77, FG87, GSFF90, HBB88, Jan96, JM91, LC96, MZ96, MM97b, MI96, OSN+85, OR96, PSS+88, PL81, PT92, ROKH94, Rya95, STMM88, TE86, War92, ACM92, BH92, Ber88, Bri94, BFP90, Cle79, CG87, CBH91, Dev80, DGM80, Fel80, FJ89, Ger90, Goo91, GCDW91, Jes89b, KSW89, Kra89, LF91, Lie97, LD93, LFWEI89, MJKS92, MMPT97, Mur82, Nie85, Rho88, SK80, Wili97a].

Device [GSFF90, Oli82a, Tem83, Gue74a, Kir71, RF72, Rom91, SMK84, TST82].

Device-independent [Tem83].

Devices [Col88b, Dia94, ES87, Har84, IC85, Dia81, ES89, Pl89]. Diagnose [GV86].

Diagnosing [Pet94].

Diagnosis [Ano92-32, AM95, O’C86].

Diagnostic [AD82, Lon90, SS83b, Hol82a].

diagnostics [Hol79, LaF80, WS84b].

Diagram [Mii94].

Diagrams [Ano96h].
dictionary [Rob92].

Dielectric [Wak97]. Different [DR98].

Differential [MD96].

Difficult [OH82b, BOC+93].

Diffraction [Ano93a, WK93].

diffused [Bec93].

digit [GSVS89, Ste89b, Tho72].

Digital [Ano93a, Ano93q, Bal84, Bir91, Bir97, BGS83, Byr96, Chi81, DWD88, DO77, Edw75, EL82, Gar92, Gro91, HDH96, HPM87, Hil83a, HKM96, Hol84, gJH81, HLH86, Kah92, Kjo92, KV94, Lau87, Mck87, MB93, MD96, Mil94, MM95, MKW+96, Mon88, Mur92, MPR82, NVB87, OS75, PK84, PH96, Ped86, Pet96, PBDD8, QHH3, RK94a, Rot70, Sha85, ST84, Sor88, Tal88a, TOB97, Toe97, Uvj94, Van96, Wai93, War92, War97b, WP94a, AH72, BLMJ77, Bes75, BVAP87, Car69, CCH+91, CR89, CM72, CPK88, CRSY73, Cze89, Don89, Don71, DL73, ES87, EH78, Erd79, FL73, Far74, FCC79, Fro77, GDV73, GYY8, Goe89, Goo72, GW77, Gro92, Gro97, GT71, Gun94, HMZ82, HT76, HBB88, Hii93b, Hoo91, HBNB83, Ing76, KH69, LS76, Lon72, Mac74, MB74, MW78].

digital [NSV92, PK75, Par79, PCW77, PB76, RHM79, Ric94, REOB78, SIBH88, SWM78, Sch78a, Ste89b, Swe89, TD83, Wat87a, WB83a, YPS76].

Digital-to-Analog [Gar92, SIBH88].
Digitally [Ano93o, Pee73, Lau80].
Digitally-controlled [Pee73]. Digitizer [Car78]. Digitizing [BMD+88, HT92, Mon88, PF88, REB86, Sch93a, Sch86, Toes86, Wit92a, Chu88, Cze89, EKW93, Mil88, Nic88, RO86, Rus93, Wit92b].

dimension [MHCH77]. Dimensional [WB83b, FR95, HH90, QW83]. Dimensioning [WYO+87].
dimensions [BHW77]. Diode [EJG86, ZFE+86, Kal95].
diodes [BKAWBCTK98, DBB+95, FKO+93, SDC+88, Bec93, But95, Cow70, LM73, ZC69].
Diode [EJG86, ZFE+86, Kal95].
diodes [BKAWBCTK98, DBB+95, FKO+93, SDC+88, Bec93, But95, Cow70, LM73, ZC69].
Diodes [BKAWBCTK98, DBB+95, FKO+93, SDC+88, Bec93, But95, Cow70, LM73, ZC69].

direct [IK69, YN98, SWP90, Vi76, WK93]. direct-drive [WK93]. direct-reading [Vif76]. Direction [Nis87]. DirectModel [CG98].
director [MW80]. Directory [CFK+90, KT95]. DIS [GSFF90]. Disc [BDM85, BJWW84, BK85b, DGHP85, DLJ85, Edw84, HL72, OSN+85, Smi84b, BB84, Bow72, GO72, HB72, Smi79, Sti77, Voi84, Wi84]. Discless [HM88, SMQ88, Wag88, Wan88, BT88, GL88, Ran88].
disc [AGS85, HRE85, MSB85].
disc [AGS85, HRE85, MSB85].
disc [AGS85, HRE85, MSB85].
disks [AN94-34, CHK+95, Dic74, KLF95, LMMQ96, LEV96, Sak78, Sha78b, Ada71, Cra92, GC90, Gue79, HB88, Sch78b, BGK+87]. distributed-thin-film [Ada71].
distributed [GAL+93]. Distribution [Ano94y, WP94c, LE83]. disturbances [DR81].
Dither [Ano93p]. Dithering [Ano93-47, Toe97]. Divider [Ano93j]. DMA [Ano90a].
Dmi [NDS86]. Dmi/3000 [NDS86]. DMM [MMH73]. Do [Ano92-34, Sch70].
documents [Gor82, WHBP95].
do [Ano93-39, RA85, SJ94].
does [ABW78, BJM71]. Domain [Bir96, Cor96, MS95, MD96, BGG88, Bel93, BP93, FR88, KH88a, KBHS93, LN69, RP88, SN88, SM75, Smi69, Unt68, Vob88, War72, Cha91].
Doped [LSM+95, Sti97].
Doppler [Che86, HT86, HLH86, Kar86, Koe89, Mag86, O'C86]. Doppler-shifted [HT86].
Dot [Cra85, DiV84, PL84, ISL78, Jep85]. Dot-Matrix [DiV84, PL84, ISL78]. Dots [Ano92-34, MLP88].
double [WA93].
double-pass [WA93]. doubler [Zel91].
doubles [Rig77].
don [Cra72, DH76, Du74, SWM78].
down-converter [DH76]. Downtime [AD82]. DQPSK [Bir91]. Drafting [Ano94x, Has92, APA92, BAUR92, BSME92, GAP92, MSCK92, PL81, SSM91].
drawing [BAUR92]. Drive [BJWW84, BGS83, CDG+88, CT85, DVE85, Edw84, Gal84, Gil95, Gre85, HL72, RRC+85, Smi84b, Top89, UJv94, BKV89, Bow72, DPA+88, FS81b, HB72, Hol82c, KT81, Mey90b, Nie90, PKH77, Rie97, SH90a, Smi79, SS90, Sti77, WK93, WJ82]. Drive/computer [Bow72]. Drawn [Can94, Lan94, Sta88].
driver [ACM92, CDLN96, HJH+97, KI94, Tan89].
Drivers [Ano93-37]. Drives [BDM85, Wi84].
Drop [Ano94r].
Dry [Mar82].
DSEE [Lub91]. DSP [Ano93q].
DTMF [Ano93b]. Dual [ALT82, JBS93, Mur82, RD75, Sta81a].
Dual-output [JBS93].
Dump [SMH86].
DVM [JRC81, WJT71]. Dynamic [Ano93b, EHS84, EEH+84, Eps84, FF88, HRE85, MRH94e, PK84, SA82, WSBK83].
Yan92, BS93, Bol80, Cat82, FR95, FR88, JRC81, Tal88, Van77a, Van77c, Wad68.

dynamically [McK83].

E-series [Lan77, Rig77, Sta77], E5200A [Ano96j, Ano96k, Wri96]. Early [FS94].
easier [Har76]. easier-to-use [Har76].
easily [Fos74, GJ74]. Easy [Bac91, Car78, Cha77, DH77, BBT92, CP79, CP79, HM71, MK79, RBB78, SKB78, SDS83, ULW81, Wai81].
easy-to-service [MK79]. Easy-to-Use [DH77, Bac91, Car78, Cha77, CP79, RBB78, SDS83].

ECG [BDS85, DV85, GG77, Gro91, LDNT72].

Echocardiographic [Pop83].

ECL [ALT82, HR82, Let29]. Electronic [ACCM83, BMS87, BW76, Bur95, Fia83b, GKF83, HSMAB86, MHK894, MCK92, Smi80, GR91, HBHC84, Hor96, Mon68, NR72, Rob92, WRT72].

Electrocardiograph [DKMS81].

Electromagnetic [Wak97, Bec79, Won79].

electromechanical [AMT97].

Electromigration [Mer82, MNR89].
electron [BOOS81, CLL81, EHS81, Ham81, gJH81, KGK81, LM81, NE81].

Electronic [ACCM83, BMS87, BW76, Bur95, Fia83b, GKF83, HSMAB86, MHK894, MCK92, Smi80, GR91, HBHC84, Hor96, Mon68, NR72, Rob92, WRT72].

Electronics [Ano94i, AT83, BLMS83, CDG+88, Gor92, GLW85, GKK94, HSU88, KE85, OS76, Sha85, BB84, BBW95, FS81b, Lan83, Lo81, MB74, MEM82, MD79, Ric97, RC79].

Electroforesis [Ano95, Hol95, RWW95, SD59, Zim95, GNM95, Kal95, Sch95, SMD95].

Electrostatic [SS82]. Embedded [GNR93, KA95, BNB93, LD93].

Embedding [GUA92].

Emission [Ano96j, Wya92]. emergency [GG77]. EMI [Hoe97].

Emitting [BKA90, DB95]. emissions [W88].

Emulating [DGH97].

Emulation [Ano93-29, BKMM92].

Emulator [Fis88].

ار [Ano93-29, BKMM92].

Enable [BT98].

Encapsulation [Cro89].

Encapsulator [Cro90].

Encina [GP95].

Encina/9000 [Gup95].

Enclosure [Inh75].

Encoder [Ano93a, ELU81, Her73, WJ82]. encoders [ELN88].

encroachment [Chi82].

End [Ano92k, BMD+88, SM86, GJM+92, Kri81a, PCW77].

end-tidal [Kri81a]. end-tidal/respiration-rate [Kri81a]. engineer [VDF72].

Engine [Ano92x, BKA90, HSB+94].

Engineer [Ano95-39, FO95, US79].

Engineers [RA85].

Enhanced [BDFL95, DWB+97, Ill82, LBL895b, Lye87, MRH80, ABD+97, ACK79, BN80, Bol90, Hef73, LTC+84, LBL895a, SH77].

Enhancement [Ano92x, BKA90, HSB+94].

Enhancements [Ano95-39, FO95, US79].

Ensures [AGO+85, Sch84].

Entry [SD78, NBZ+97, NK78]. entry-level [NBZ+97]. Envelope [FH74].

Environment.
Environmental [Ano94y].
Environmentally [Ano94o]. Environments [LEV96, BDF84, FGH89, GG77, HB88, HHS76, Wil97a]. Epoxy [TLCB98].
equation [Kah79, McC87, Vog91]. Equipment [GDKK94, Kar94, MHKS94, RL92]. Equivalence [Fos98]. Erbium [LSM95, Sti97]. Erbium-Doped [LSM95, Sti97]. Error [Ano90b, Ano93r, Gal84, Kar94, Kat90, Mey90b, CRSY73, Due74, HH91, Raf93, YPS76]. Errors [Ano92p, McD84, Sha98]. ESCA [KT73].

[But94, Ros88, SMH86]. Explanations [MRH94d]. exposure [Bre74]. exposures [NE81]. Express [AW90, Lon90, BE90, Bor90, Joh90, Pug90, SH90b, ST90, Tai90]. Extend [Uph88]. Extended [EDF82, SMR+83]. extender [Gue79]. Extending [Chn79, EJG86]. Extends [EMT83, Kal93, Cat78, DiP80, GP84, MFP87]. Extensible [Ano93m, PW89, TBL+83]. Extension [KA95]. Extensive [Ban84, DSW83, Hol84]. extensively [DiF75]. External [MRRS93, RLB+95, SL93, GSVS89, Roe95, TZ93].

External-Cavity [RLB+95, MRRS93, SL93, TZ93]. Extraction [HT86]. Eye [Ano96h, Mil94]. Eyeline [Ano96i].

F [Cat78, Geb78]. F-Series [Cat78, Geb78]. F8 [Ogd87]. Fabrication [Bec93, DLJ85, BC81a, Slo89]. Facilities [WPS94, Job77b]. facility [Dys89, LFWEJ89, Nel79, SW89]. Fact [Ano96t]. Factor [DSB94]. Factory [GSFF90, Jen98, Ric81a]. Factory-Floor [GSFF90]. Failure [Gra96]. Failures [Hen84, WR86, BP72, Gra89]. families [Que76]. Family [BDS85, BK85b, DR95, DiV84, DGN98, ELC+86, Kru94a, Kru94b, MTWG85, Rub86, WR97, Bru77, Cat78, Dou75, DP84, EDF82, FM84, FR77a, FRN83, HP93, HLT+83, HCK84b, Jep85, KNF+97, KB85, MJKS92, MP89, MBH+89, ORB91, Ogd78, Ste74a, WB89]. farad [OS75]. Fast [FHMP97, OH82b, Ujy94, WCH94, Aue81, ABW78, Cha70, GO72, Goo77, HA92, HMRZ82, Has81, MH89, Mor70, Pon80a, Yan93, Ze170]. fast-reading [Goo77]. fast-settling [Pon80a]. fast-switching [Has81, Yan93].

Fast-Writing [OH82b, Cha70]. Faster [NTA72, HB72]. FASTRACE [Bas79, Gro79]. Fault [Lam95, SR95, AM95, GH73, Gro79, Low69, TW76]. Faults
17

NS88, PF78, Rus92, Say80, SFO80, Sei81,
SGC93, Sor74, Spa85, SS89, Thr68, Unt68,
Urq72, Vif76, Wat93, WKT83, Wee88,
Wha68, Zel79, Zel91]. Frequency-domain
[Lin69, Unt68]. friction [Ter78].
friction-free [Ter78]. Friendly
[Ano94o, BHP85, Car79, MK79, Pee79a,
TBBM83, WS84b]. Front
[BMD88, PCW77]. Front-End
[BMD88, PCW77]. Fuji [Saf96]. full
[FG73, HS80, Mye96]. full-featured
[Mye96]. full-scale [FG73]. full-spectrum
[HS80]. Fully [Dul85, Lin97, Unt68, DF82,
Gor80, Kei71, Tun74]. function [BF79,
DF79, GP84, Hef73, Pie75, RD75, SMR+86].
Functional
[JU97, Kas72, MGBB97, RHM79].
functionality [BLY92]. functionality
[Lan75]. Functions
[Ano94-28, EMT83, Egb77b, Egb77c, Egb78,
GL88, KH69, SMB85]. fundamental
[SGC93]. Fundamentals [Ped86]. further
[Kru89]. Fused [LRS83]. Fusion
[Ano96u, Ano96-27, Cot96, Hol95, DL97].
Future [Van97]. Fuzzy [Kru94a]. fx
[SOG98].

G [YWP+92]. G-link [YWP+92]. G1009A
[MB96]. GaAs [FST92]. gain
[Han72, NYS81, NT87]. gain-phase
[Han72, NYS81, NT87]. gains [OK93].
Gallium [FKO+93, Gib86]. gap
[Fro90, LM93]. gaps [ST75]. gaps-modular
[ST75]. Gas
[LRS83, ACCM83, DJS83, Row83, Smi73].
Gate [BBF+97, RNR+98]. Gate-Length
[RNR+98]. Gbit/s
[GLP+97, WSYD97, CDLN96]. GDMO
[Ano96a]. General
[GT71, KM97, Ogd80, ADRS83, BLMJ77,
CF68, GOS84, MC91, OGB84, Sha76].
General-Purpose
[KM97, GT71, Ogd80, ADRS83, BLMJ77,
CF68, GOS84, MC91, OGB84, Sha76].

Generalization [KH88a]. generated
[Won79]. generates [FD78]. Generating
[Don69, EH78, NMY95]. Generation
[ABC+94, Ano92y, Ano94r, Bal84, BGR+88,
BK087, CHK86, DR98, Edw87, Mcd84,
Sim94a, ACS88, BP83, BB84, BCZ93, Cag90,
CP79, Fro90, Ger90, GHIW68, HHS+73,
HS68, HH78, KT73, KMT88, LS83,
MCCB76, PN88, Par79, Ric97, Sha71, Sor74,
SP92, Tho77, WTB+90, DNC96].

Generator
[Ano93-27, CWSW85, FHM+85, GC87,
HSK87, HZ83, JM87, JJS85, Ka93, KWR+87,
LK85, Lau87, NVBH87, Ton85, Wen85,
Ain81, AHS9, Ast77, Aue81, BBI+93, BKS93,
Bur85, Chi81, CK76, CRSY73, DF79, Don71,
FL73, FFS89, GZC74, Hal75, HK75, Has81,
Hay74, Hef73, HRZE77, HLT+83, HBNB83,
HKA79, KS72, KW90, KE74, Lar83a, PK75,
PB81, PB82, Ras87, RH79, RD75, SCI+81,
SES90, SPD+93, SAMS73, Str77, SS89,
Wag93, Win80, WB89, YPS76]. Generators
[CS82, BKE+90, FRN83, HPF93, Kil82,
MP89, Pag71]. Geometry
[RO97, WYO+87]. Get
[Ano92-34, Ban69, Sch70]. gets [GT71].

GHz [Ano93-45, BBI+93, Bol74, Bol75,
Bol80, DV191, EJG86, HK75, H91,
HH+73, HZ83, HE75, HCHR91, K93,
KCP77, Koe80, Kuh76, MCM93, Mer73,
NML90, RO86, REB86, San72, Say80, SA91,
SPD+93, Sch86, SFO80, SGC93, To86,
US93, Vet91, Vif76, Wag93, WHH91, Zel91].
gigabit [SP96, YWP+92]. gigabit-rate
[YWP+92]. Gigabyte [HGWS97].
Gigabyte-per-Second [HGWS97].

Gigasample
[MB93, Sch93a, CPM88, Mil88]. Glitch
[Ano97a]. Global [Ano97c, Bur89, Kus96].
Globalization [To91]. Glossary
[Ano93t, Ano94q, Ano94p, Ano95q, Ano95r,
Ano95s, Ano96i]. go [MW73]. go-anywhere
[MW73]. graduations [DG70]. grain
[Woo78]. graphic [ABW78, RF72].
Graphical [CAV69, DD86, DF90, Fer94].

Graphics [Ano94q, BTBW83, BM86, BHW86, BL83, CG98, Cun98, DDT83, HASP94, KPC+82, LB98, Mal87, Mar95b, MTMP83, MC82, Pea95, Sch86, SOG98, SW86, STMM88, TCWN88, Tha89, Van86, Azm82, BB80, Bar81, BR78, BM81, BSY89, Coz87, Dic78, FH80, Heu85, Kin81, LWBB84, Moy78, Pra80, SB84, Sta81b, TBL+83, Tem83, TBBM83, TWCD93].

Graphing [BBD+96, BPA+94a].

Grating [Ano93n, WK93].

Gravity [Ano93u].

Gravity-Sensing [Ano93u].

greater [GDV73, Inh75].

Greedy [Kru94b].

Grid [TLCB98].

grip [KT81].

Group [Ano95-33, Ano95-34].

Growth [CGS+86, Kru88, HW82, Kru89].

Growth-Oriented [CGS+86].

GUEST [HR82, Me2i].

guided [KSMM97].

guidelines [Nad77].

guides [Jon89].

Half [CT85, Gre85, Sha85, BKV89, DPA+88].

Half-Inch [CT85, Gre85, Sha85, BKV89, DPA+88].

hand [DL73].

Handheld [BMS87, Die84, Kah80, LS87, Lin84, MC82, Rip87, ULW81, Wol83, GP84, HDH+87, McC87, Moy84, Mil84, Pat87, WAZH84, Wec87].

Hand [Pea85].

handler [Tal90].

Handling [Ano95a, NZ97, Zim95, HPH81, LM81, Rab93].

Handpulled [AT83, HSYJ83].

hands [Edw75].

hands-off [Edw75].

Hard [Ano92].

Hardware [Ano93-29, Ano93-37, CP87, CWF+79, DVE85, EHH+84, FSB+87, GE86, JAD83, KNTV96, LB98, NG87, Osb86, SOG98, SMB+91, SHB+82, SW81, WR86, WSBC84, BBDK93, BB73, BM79, CGH+93, Gil96, KSV78, Rob79, Ste88, WH91, WB83a].

Harmonic [Ano92p, BB78].

harsh [BDG84].

Harvesting [DL98].

Hatching [WYO+87].

Haul [GLP+97, BP93].

hazards [Con93].

HDL [Lin97].

[BJWW84, Ste83, AMSW85].

head/tape [AMSW85].

Header [Ano94-30].

Heads [HMSFR87, Say80].

Healthcare [SSW96].

heartbeat [Hor69].

Heat [BB97a].

held [DL73].

Help [CHW96, Smi94, WCH94, SW89, Sta88].

Helps [Ped86, BLKH77, Kas72].

heterodyne [Bol74, BB78].

heterogeneous [Wil97a].

Heterojunctions [Ano93-40].

Heuristic [Kru94b].

Hewlett [Hal79, RJH+87, Cag86, Chl79, CHK86, Fle83, Lan83, Lou75, MBH+89, PB87, RL86, Sch95, Sch78b, Sta87, US79].

Hexagonal [Nic90].

Hierarchy [RK94a, TE86].

High [AI84, ALT82, Ano92w, Ano92-36, Ano93z, BDH91, BGR+88, BCR588, BMD+88, BEM95, BLMS83, Bro82, Bru97, BCF96, BL83, Cam94, CSS+91, CS93, CWFS82, CT85, Cze89, DWD88, DR98, DBB+95, DiV84, DSB94, DP73, EM76, Edw84, FL80, FKO+93, FHS92, FSDC82, Gar92, GSC+87, GE86, Gor82, Gra96, Hal82, Han70, HM85, Hig85b, HT92, HJW75, HASP94, KY85, KRD83, KHS93, KSMM97, Kuh76, LB98, Let92, LRFL83, Mal87, MY95, MTWG85, MBD+98, Mil90, Mil94, MM95, Mon88, Pea95, PB88, RO97, Rie94, RNR+98, Rub66, REB86, Sch93b, Smi69, Smi73, ST83, SA82, SA80, SMGR85, SS89, Tal68, TBB+97, TD92, WM94, WHBP95, WR85, WHHS89, WHH91, WVA97, Yan92, Yon94, Zel69, ALRS89, ASCC84, Azm82, BS93, BD73, BLTY81, Bant69, BBI+93, Bau80, Be93, BW85, BSY89].

high [BP70, Bur85, BHH+88, Car78, CR98, Cha70, Chi81, CF68, Coz78, CRSY73, DL77, DF75, EHS81, ETH85, Emm72, EH81, ELN88, FCC79, FRS88, FS81b, For77, Goo77, GMT95, HAM93, HMW83, HKZ74, HVSM96, HMZ82, Has81, HE75, HW82, HBBN83, HMO37, JRC81, JMI91, Kal95, KB71, Kam72, KN93, KG81, KW80, Koe91, LT85, LM73, LN+84, Mac73, MVG77, MP89, MG92, Mor70, O'B93, ORB91, OS75, Pax70, PW82,
PF78, Pir97, PB81, Pli89, Rad87, Ras87, Ric81b, RSM91, Roy75, RW76, SJ80, SA91, Sch73, Sch75, Sei81, Slo89, SD78, SC89, Spa85, Sta81b, Sti77, SMD95, TTML81, TD83, TC79, Uqq72, WJ71, WK93, Win90, W83a, Wil84, Win80, WJ79, Yan93. high-
[LT85]. high-accuracy [RW76]. High-Capability [BLSM83]. high-capacitance [OS75]. High-Capacity [DSB94, Edw84, Wil84]. high-current [DiF75, KGK81]. High-Dynamic-Performance [SA82]. High-Efficiency [FKO +93]. High-Frequency [Yon94, ALRS89, Bau69, BP70, Cha70, LM73, Mor70, Sei81, Urq72]. High-Interference [Ano92w]. high-isolation [Yan93]. High-Level [ST83, Pir97, SD78, Spa85]. High-Performance [ALT82, BDH91, BEM95, BCF96, BL83, Cam94, CSS+91, CWFS82, CT85, DWD88, FSDC82, GSG+87, GE86, Let92, LRFL83, MY95, Pea95, RO97, Rub86, EM76, FHDS92, KSM97, REB86, Sch93b, ASCC84, BITY81, BBI+93, Bel93, BSY89, Bur85, Chi81, DL77, EH81, ELN88, FS81b, Ham93, HKZ74, HE75, HW82, HMO73, KN93, KW80, MP89, MG92, O’B93, ORB91, PWS2, Pli89, RSM91, SJ80, SA91, Sch73, SC89, SMD95, TD83, Wie90, WJ79]. High-Power [BGR+88, DR98, DBB+95, Kuh76]. high-precision [BW85, Rad87]. High-pressure [Bro82, Sch75]. high-purity [Has81, PB81]. High-Quality [DiV84, Hal82, HBG85b, HASP94, WHBP95, WM94, Azm82, Bau80, FCC79, HMZ82, Sta81b]. High-Resolution [Ano92-36, Gar92, M79, CS93, Cze89, Smi69, BHH+88, Car78, Coz78, Goo77, HMW83, Mac73, PF78, Roy75, WK93]. High-Return [Gra96]. High-Sample-Rate [Bru97]. High-sensitivity [HJW75, CS93, GTM95, Kal95]. High-spectral-purity [SS89]. High-Speed [Ano93z, BMD+88, Gor82, HM85, KRE85, LB98, MTGW85, MB+98, MI94, MM95, Mon88, PBD88, RNR+98, TBB+97, AI84, KBHS93, MI90, SA80, WHHC89, WNH91, BD73, CRSY73, EHS81, EH78, FR88, For77, HBNB83, JM91, KGK81, Koe91, LN+94, MGV77, Pax70, Pli89, Slo89, TTML81, WJ71, WB83a]. high-stability [Ras87]. high-technology [Sti77]. High-Throughput [HT92, SMGR85, Rie94]. high-value [Kam72]. High-Volume [BCRS88]. Higher [Ano95t, Fos98, Jun78, MCD97, Wes77, Inh75, WKT83]. Higher-Level [Ano95t]. Higher-Performance [Fos98, Jun78]. Higher-Speed [MCD97, WKT83]. Highly [BDM85, BT97, EW78, WJ80]. History [Loo97, Mag86, Nie85]. hold [Lar83a, Ups71]. holding [Gue74a]. Homojunctions [Ano93-40]. hopping [MH89]. hospital [Fan72]. Host [Ber88, Fis88]. hot [EZ81, ZC69]. Housing [MHK94]. HP [DNC96, ABC+94, AC93, ABG+92, AW90, ADG+96, AS90, ACM92, AP90, AGI+91, ABJ78, AFG+86, AC90, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91f, Ano92r, Ano92s, Ano92q, Ano92t, Ano92u, Ano92v, Ano92-36, Ano93i, Ano93k, Ano93v, Ano93w, Ano93x, Ano94n, Ano94t, Ano94-28, Ano94-32, Ano94-38, Ano95u, Ano95w, Ano95x, Ano95v, Ano95z, Ano95-43, Ano95-44, Ano96j, Ano96k, An96l, AE71, AT83, Bac91, BWW84, Bam83, BE90, Bar95, BT88, BB73, BB84, BCK+94, Bee93, BEE+91, Bee82, Bee92, BBW95, Bee93, BKMM97, BKD94, BD84, BBR+97, BTE+94, BLY92, BS98, Bor90. Boy80, BFS94, BHK+86, BGK+87, BOOS81, BK85b, BKO87, Cag90, CP87, CML81, CGS+86, Cat78, CL79, Cha91, CHK+96, Chi90, CS78, CLL+92, CHKS86, Cov72, CAJ+94, CR81, CFP+90, Cor96, CR92, CHP85, COO+93]. HP [Cun98, DMW94, DH77, DF86, DF91,
Imaging
[Ben95, Che86, JAD83, Kar86, KD83, MW94, MS94, Pop83, Ban83, Kin83, Lar83b, Mil83].

Immunity
[Han72].

Impact
[Ano92h, DiV84, MTW85, PL84, Raj95, SD95, BP76].

Impairment
[DNG84, CDE+87, NTH+84]. Impairments
[DGH+97]. IMPATT
[Cow70]. Impedance
[Yon94, Bec76, Bot71, IOS80, NYS81, WKT83, Zel69].

Implementation
[Ano95-39, DF91, GE86, HPL96, Pet96, Pug90, Mey90b, Sch78a, WLHC84, Win81].

Implemented
[DR95]. Implementing
[HSMA+86, LC96, Mac93]. Improve
[Ano93e, Ano94a, LeV88, AM95, GHK+93, OST75, SB83]. Improved
[Ano95p, BAU92, FR74, Hig95, MW94, BW81, Edw75, FRS88, Rob82b, Sha76, Vo84].

Improvement
[Ano93y, BB97a, GCDW91]. In-Circuit
[Har84, McD84, Cro79]. In-Line
[DLJ85]. In-service
[CDE+87, PS81].

Inaccuracies
[Ano95o]. Inch
[CT85, Gre85, Sha85, BKV89, DPA+88, Gil89, Top89, WYE89, DS89]. includes
[Fin72]. incoming
[Ing76]. incorporates
[Koh72]. Increased
[MH80, Gra81].

Increases
[Neu84, Car78, Mut74, Rch84]. Incremental
[Cot96, ELU81, KST2, Van77c]. independent
[Ber88, Fri88, Tem83]. Index
[Ano92a, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c]. Indium
[FOK+93]. individualized
[HRZE77].

Inductance
[Das96]. Induction
[Wak97]. Inductively
[Kis97]. Industrial
[Ano95z, Cle93, SB80, BDF84, BC81b, Cla81b, RBB78, Smi80]. Industry
[LHR98, WS87]. inertia
[BLTY81]. inexpensive
[KB85, ULW81]. Infared
[MBD+98]. Information
[BMF87, Bir97, DH98, SSW96, HT86, MHCH77]. informative
[Bot71]. infrared
[HWS87]. Ingress
[Van98]. Inhibit
[TLCB98]. Initiative
[Ano96y]. Injection
[KH84, Kat90, Sch95]. injector
[KP90]. Ink
[AMK85, Ano92g, EG+88, MJKS92, PSS+88, BLKH77, Bru73, KB85]. ink-jet
[KB85]. Inkjet
[Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92-34, Ano94a, Ano94x, BJJN88, BCRS88, EG+88, HS+94, Has92, HSW88, HASP94, WMB84, ACS88, Bar88, BSME92, BCC+94, Bri94, BH+88, DCN+88, HCF+88, KA92, Ric97, SMT+97, WM94, ABC+94]. innovation
[WP91]. Innovative
[Hv79, KM79]. InP
[Ano93z, Slo89]. InP/InGaAs/InP
[Ano93z, Slo89]. Input
[Hei88, KNTV96, KM97, Mal87, BS93, DiP80, Ega72, ES89, HW91, HJW75, LD79, LG92, Mat79a, MS82, Mut74, Nic88, Pee79b, SMK84]. Input/
Output
[KNTV96, Ega72, HW91, LG92, Mat79a, MS82, Nic88, Pee79b]. ins
[HEW82]. Insight
[Byr96, Raj95]. inspection
[Gil96, Ing76, Kee89, Mac93]. Inspections
[BB91, FS94]. Installable
[Bar84]. Instant
[Mag94]. Instruction
[Fia83, Geb78]. Instrument
[Ano95z, BW92, BP85, EH84, Eps84, HKM96, Jeg95, Kjo92, Lai81, MiiTT82, Nels82, SW86, SA82, Woi83, Zim95, ABM73, Boy80, DL73, EHS81, GUW92, Gue79, H93, Hoo91, HL86, Inh75, JS74, Jon81, MHCH77, NH92, PB76, ST75, Smi69, SM95, Tad88b]. Instrumentation
[SR88, SHB+82, TBB+97, Wal70, HMZ82, KSW89, Mer73, MC91, Rad87, RS75]. Instruments
[Ano92m, Ger98, Kel92, RSW+86, WR97, DL97, FR87a, FK79, Jes89a, Kei71, LM86, Lou72, NRT2, S75, Wag75]. Insulator
[Col88b]. Integral
[Pea85, NYS81, Hea85]. integrals
[Kah80]. integrate
[Wil97a]. Integrated
[ABC+98, Car95, Cha96a, CS88, Col88b, DS82, GSDK94, Kam82, LBKY86, MKR95, Mar95b, MG85, ND86, SB85, SGD83, SHB+82, Tan96, ZFE+86, BM79, BT97, BM81, BCH81, EW78, ELU81, Gor80, ...]
HG79, HMPF74, Ham93, Har83, HBB88, HLT+83, Lie97, Mat92, PW82, Ric91, Rob82a, Roy81, WJ80]. Integrating [DH98, HW88, May88, Rob92, STE90, Tur95, Cze89]. Integration [AW90, AGI91, AT83, Byr96, GNR93, Goe89, Gre90, LK80]. integrator [Fro90, Ste74b]. Integrity [Gen85]. intelligence [GUW92, Kla78]. Intensive [DOR97, Fit82, MiITT82, SMGR85, Bru78, Bru77]. Integrating [DH98, HW88, May88, Rob92, STE90, Tur95, Cze89]. Integration [AW90, AGI91, AT83, Byr96, GNR93, Goe89, Gre90, LK80]. integrator [Fro90, Ste74b]. Integrity [Gen85]. intelligence [GUW92, Kla78]. Intensive [DOR97, Fit82, MiITT82, SMGR85, Bru78, Bru77]. Integrating [DH98, HW88, May88, Rob92, STE90, Tur95, Cze89]. Integration [AW90, AGI91, AT83, Byr96, GNR93, Goe89, Gre90, LK80].
LWBB84, Mil84, MRH80, PW89, Pee79a, Pet68, Pir97, Rob92, Van77c, Voi84, Spa72a. Languages [Tre78]. LANS [MCD97].

Large [Ano92-27, Ano94x, BJWW84, Has92, Smi84b, Ave75, BSE92, HKC+84a, Joh80, PL81, Van77b]. Large-Format [Ano94x, Has92, BSE92]. large-scale [Joh80, Van77b]. Laser [BTBW83, BTW83, BCC+94, Can93, Gro83, Hal82, Her73, Hol82a, NMY95, RW76, SS82, Ste83, THHW95, BGR71, BHC74, CDLN96, DCN+88, Gar83, JBS93, Kee89, Mai91, MLJP93, MRRS93, OS76, QW83, SL93, CH82, Hol82c, LH82]. Laser-comparable [BCC+94]. Laser-quality [DCN+88]. Laser/calculator [Her73]. Lasers [RLB+95, RWT97, BS90, TZ93]. latest [Har82]. launching [WM79]. law [Ano94-31, BFS94, Ano94-31, BFS94]. Layer [Pug90, RHK+83, ST90, Chi90]. Layers [Ano95-31, BE90]. layout [Bak81]. lb [Smi69]. LC [AN90, LNH+84, Sch84, WDDH84, WTB+90]. LC/MS [AN90]. LCD [Adl86]. LCR [HT76, Mae74, MN79, YK77]. LCZ [WKT83]. leadership [DW92a]. Leading [CHNJ97]. Leading-Edge [CHNJ97]. Leading-Edge [CHNJ97]. Leads [Ano95-36, BYA86, BB73, BP93]. Liquid [Ano95-29, JR84, KH84, Wak97, BFP90, GV84, KP90, Maz80, Sch75, SW90a, SW90b, WMZ84, Wie90]. Lisp [KA95]. listens [Nad75]. Lithography [GN82, OLR82, BOOS81, EHS81, Ham81, gJH81, KGK81, LM81]. little [BJM71]. load [OY88]. Local [AT95, Gd86, JRM+86, LAB97, BWW84, Chi82, MLS79]. localization [GHK+93]. localized [NSP97]. locates [EZ81]. locating [Erd79]. location [GH73]. locator [Low69]. Locked [TOB97]. Log [Cas85a]. Logarithmic [Egb78, Jer74]. Logging [Don86, SFW78, TW76, Wol81]. Logic [AH72, ALT82, Ben95, DSW83, DDT83, HR82, Neu84, SK80, War97a, ABM73, Bec76, BC76, Car69, Cha77, COO+93, DeV80, DiF75, Gor69, Haa78, Lan75, Mor76, MH80, Ogd78, Ogd80, Pet74, Pri76, Que76, SMW78, SM75, SD78, Smi77, WN97b, ZHN83, Far74]. logic-circuit [Bec76]. Logon [MKR95]. Logon [Wat88]. Long [GLP+97, Ter78].
[Ano92d, TOB97, AH89, Gue74a, MM79, Fle83, Lan83]. loop-holding [Gue74a]. loss [Mai91, Sch93b]. lot [Fra71]. Loudness [Ano67, Ohm67, BF67]. Low [Ano92-31, AWH+87b, AWH+87a, BDM85, BEM95, BCF96, BGS83, CLG87, Cau85, DBB+95, DGN98, Eps84, GLP+97, HJL+83, HM85, Het79, HL85, JR84, KA92, LAB97, Mal87, Mar95b, MEM82, MHV96b, MHV96a, Moa98, Pea95, QH83, Res83, RSW+86, San86, SCI+81, SM86, Spr82, VCMH96, WST84, Wit92b, WMBB94, Wol83, AP76, Ain81, ABD+97, Azm82, BD73, BLTY81, Bec76, BDOT85, BVAP87, BCH+93, CP85, CM72, CS80, CK76, CF68, Die78, Edw79c, EKW93, FCC79, FHDS92, GJM+92, GW77, HW73, HVS96, HWS87, Haw71, Hay74, HMM73, HL86, KB71, KPC+82, Ks69, LT85, Mac73, MC85, MBW79, McH87, NYS81, PF78, Pon80a, Pra75, Ric76, RC79, Smi79, SM87, Sta81b, TD83, TC79, Who88, WDDH84]. 

low-coherence [BCH+93]. Low-Complexity [Moa98]. Low-Cost [Ano92-31, BDM85, BEM95, BCF96, BGS83, Cau85, DGN98, HM85, HL85, LAB97, Mal87, Mar95b, Pea95, QH83, RSW+86, Spr82, WST84, WMBB94, Wol83, Het79, KA92, MEM82, Res83, Wit92b, Azm82, BD73, BDOT85, CP85, CK76, CF68, Die78, Edw79c, FHDS92, HWS87, HMM73, HL86, LT85, MC85, MBW79, Ric76, Smi79, SM87, Sta81b, TD83, WDDH84]. 

Low-Dispersion [GLP+97, JR84]. low-distortion [Pon80a]. Low-End [SM86, GJM+92]. 


LSI [BS98, DL77, EM76, Gun94, Lyn80a, Sch78a, WJ79]. 

Manufacturing [BLNP86, Cra85, Gro83, Kjo92, KV94, MSB85, MRH94e, PT90, Rip87, Rip91, Whi85, BKS93, CW92, FS81a, GTM95, HA92, LCB90, UAH+92].

Manufacturing-Oriented [Kjo92].

many [Que76, SBM85]. MAP [Chi90, CFK+90, Gre90, LCB90, Man90, Mey90a]. Mapping [Bha94].

Marker [Ano95-27]. Market [WS84a, But95].

Material [MRH94a, FS81a, NGW92, RL92].

Mathematics [BBD+96, MRH94a]. Matrix [Cra85, DiV84, PL84, TD92, ISLW78, Jep85].

Maturity [LC96]. Maximize [Wen85].

Maximizing [VBK89]. maximum [BP76, HC75].

megabyte [Smi79, Sti77]. Megasample [DWD88, Hil93a, MPR82].

megaword [WM78]. megaword-array [WM78].

measured [KB71]. members [MBH+89]. Membrane [LGV+98, Mat90]. memories [Ave75].

Memory [Hil93a, HMM96, LRFL83, OSN+85, Row86, Bas79, BC74, CS78, EDF82, Elw74, Fin72, Fra71, Fra74, HW82, HMS8, LL91, LLS88, Mar89, Mey84, TW76, UST79]. Merge [ACLP9, BCH+89, BG89, ES89].

mesa [Slo89]. Message [Ano92m, Cou94, NZ97, LCB90, Mai90].

Message-Based [Ano92m]. Metal [RHK+83]. metallisation [Mer82].

Metallization [Ama86]. Meter [AI84, FG87, Lym87, SC83b, BHE+85, Edw75, Han72, HT76, KH69, Mac74, NY81, Sch87, SB80, Tho80, YK77]. meters [Hen91, MN79, WKT83]. Method [Wak97, BR91, Chu88, Fro77, HG79].

Methodologies [DMJCB97, BBJ+95, FJ89]. Methodology [FHMP97, Gem85, KGH+87, BF89, KHW89].
Methods
[Ano97b, BLPN86, BRHS89, Rus92]. metric [War89]. Metrics [Ano92v, War86]. metrology [WB83b]. MHz [San72, AI84, Ano97a, BKE+90, Bes75, Bot71, BFHT83, CCH+91, DA75, DiP80, Fol72, GY88, GZC74, HK88, Hei88, Hi93b, HT92, IOS80, Jek75, Kei71, Koe91, Koe80, Lin79, Lin97, LS79, Me97, MB80, Per86, Pau70, Rob82a, SSMK92, Sch73, Str77, SS89, Tal77, Urq72, VDF72].


Millimeter-Wave [Alb88, BGR+88, Col88a, DG88, EJG86, Mat86, SR88, Uph88, ZFE+86, EJG86, Nic90, SA91].

Minimum [Ano94-40]. Mini [RIC76].


Microwave [Ano93-28, Ano97c, Arm95, BW92, Bar82, BGR+88, CS82, ES87, Fis72, FFS89, Gib86, HMPF74, IC85, Kih82, Ped86, Sch80, SFO80, AKL69, Ast77, BEF70, BBI+93, BCZ93, BB78, CM75, DF82, Det72, DW92b, Edw75, Elo83, HHR71, HPF93, Jac74, Kei71, Koe91, Koe80, LD79, Lin79b, MLS79, Mer97, MB80, Per86, PAD70, Pra75, Rob82a, SSMK92, Sch73, Str77, SS89, Tal77, Urq72, VDF72].

MICROCOMPUTER-CONTROLLED [QW83]. MICROPROCESSOR [BKQW95, BB78, BS79, Lys97, Lys87, ST83, BBJ+85, Ber88, BT97, Bia85, Boy80, BFHT83, Dac76, DGM80, Gor80, ISLW78, Koi72, MBW79, Moy87, Ogd78, Ogd80, Sap77, Smi77, Ste74b, SMM81, Wag75, Wai75, Woo78]. Microprocessor-based [Boy80, MBW79, Moy87, Wag75]. Microprocessor-controlled [BB78, Gor80, Ste74b, Wai75]. Microprocessor-Enhanced [Lys87]. microprocessor-scanned [Bia75]. Microprocessors [RO97, RR83, Yac80]. Microprogrammable [GJ74]. Microprogrammed [Lan77]. Microprogramming [Cou72, Lei71, Sny75]. microprograms [Dra77]. MicroScope [ABC+88]. Microvolt [Ano92w].

Microcontroller [Ano96l, SWI97, CP85, HH95, Mor76, Tal88b]. Model [Ano94a, Ano94-35, Ano94-34, Ano95-34, BW72, Hig95, Jan96, MZ96, MRH94a, MRH94e, NSMO98, Ch79, FK84, Hal79, JY72, MMNR89, Mar89, Nea88, Os86, Spa72a, DH76, HML78, LC96, MW78, RL86, Roe95, Sha78a]. Modeled [GLP+97].
Models
[Cor96, Ern95, Kru88, AM95, Kru89, RH92]. moderately [KE74]. modes [BVAP87].
MODFET [RNR+98]. Modifying [Ano94s, Kar86]. Modular [JJ85, Rub86, SSK+86, Sch93a, SM86, And70, BB73, BP93, BFP90, DP73, Fel86, Jes89a, JM93, KSW89, Lau75, LJ75, MP95, MP81, NPG+83, PGW73, ST75, WJ90, ZHN83].
Modularity [Ano93-29, HC75, EDF82, Kas72].
modulated [BCO+93, Edw79b, Hal75].
Modulation [Bir91, Edw79a, GC87, HZ83, Hoe97, Nae79, Ton85, AH89, Bru79a, HK75, Lin79a, SC89, Bru79b].
Modulator [KWR+87, JM91, Koe91].
modules [Ano94-35, BFS94, SJ94, Yod94].
Module [ANST95, BD84, Dan96, Don86, DGN98, Har82, MD96, SHB84, JBS93, Kai91, McH75, Milan84, Ogd80].
Modules [Alb88, Bu96, HGWS97, Ke92, MKW+96, PH96, TD92, Car69, HMM73, RSM91, SA91, SSV90].
Molecular [Col86].
Molecular-Scale [Col86].
Monitor [Ban91, BJ82, HF9595, TM91, CRSS77, GG77, HMW83, Hor69, HJ89].
Monitoring [Ano91a, Ano91b, DF91, Hig85a, KB96, Don86, DGN98, Har82, MD96, SHB84, JBS93, Kai91, McH75, Milan84, Ogd80].
Modular [SCH+86, AN97, AN97].
Modulation [Bir91, Edw79a, GC87, HZ83, Hoe97, Nae79, Ton85, AH89, Bru79a, HK75, Lin79a, SC89, Bru79b].
Modulator [KWR+87, JM91, Koe91].
modules [SCH+86].
Module [ANST95, BD84, Dan96, Don86, DGN98, Har82, MD96, SHB84, JBS93, Kai91, McH75, Milan84, Ogd80].
Modules [Alb88, Bu96, HGWS97, Ke92, MKW+96, PH96, TD92, Car69, HMM73, RSM91, SA91, SSV90].
Molecular [Col86].
Molecular-Scale [Col86].
Monitor [Ban91, BJ82, HF9595, TM91, CRSS77, GG77, HMW83, Hor69, HJ89].
Monitoring [Ano91a, Ano91b, DF91, Hig85a, KB96, Don86, DGN98, Har82, MD96, SHB84, JBS93, Kai91, McH75, Milan84, Ogd80].
Modular [SCH+86, AN97, AN97].
Modulation [Bir91, Edw79a, GC87, HZ83, Hoe97, Nae79, Ton85, AH89, Bru79a, HK75, Lin79a, SC89, Bru79b].
Modulator [KWR+87, JM91, Koe91].
modules [SCH+86].
Module [ANST95, BD84, Dan96, Don86, DGN98, Har82, MD96, SHB84, JBS93, Kai91, McH75, Milan84, Ogd80].
28

natural [Rob92]. NCR [Ano92b]. Needs
[CG98, GJ74]. Negrete [Neg81]. Nets
[McS92]. Network
[AT95, AP90, Ano90c, Ano92-29, Ano94t,
Ano95-31, Ano95-37, BKD94, Bra96,
Cha96a, CS88, CHNJ97, DWB+ 97, DKW90,
DG88, DGH+ 97, FKL86, FP90, Gd86, Ks69,
KHLM90, LAB97, MM97b, Moo92, NZ97,
RG69, SDDC96, Uph88, Yan92, AKL69,
Bak84, BWW84, Cla81a, DH76, DY75,
GC90, GL88, KN93, LS76, NTA72, NK78,
RW70, Rid90, REOB78, RS70, Sch78b,
SKG90, Vif76, WD84, YN93, Zel79, Ano92x,
Bha92, Dou92, Kre92, Pru92]. Networking
[CGS+ 86, FT86, Met86, Pea95]. Networks
[BB97b, DOR97, JRM+ 86, MM97a,
WSYD97, WP94c, Bur93, Haj96, NSV92,
Wil78]. Neural [McS92, Sha89]. neurons
[Sha89]. NewWave [Cro89, Dys89, Ful89,
LHD89, LFWEJ89, Sho89, SW89, Ste89a].
Next [Ano92y, BKO87, Ric97, HH78].
Next-Generation [Ano92y, Ric97]. nm
[FRMK85, RWT97, SFHE85]. NMOS
[ABH+ 83, DL77, EM76, FSDC82, MFMS83,
WSBK83, YLJ+ 87]. NMOS-III
[ABH+ 83, MFMS83, YLJ+ 87]. Node
[Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96x, Ano96z]. Noise
[Ano92f, BS95, CLG87, NSMO98, SC83b,
AP76, Ain81, AH89, Ano67, Han72, IK69,
KB69a, Man69, McH87, PH70, PB82, Ras87,
SCI+ 81, Wat87a]. non
[CRSS77, Joh80, MH76]. non-contact
[Joh80]. non-invasive [MH76].
non-technical [CRSS77]. nonintrusive
[TL89]. noninvasive [Rom91]. Nonlinear
[Dre74]. Nonuniform [DR98]. Normalized
[Sch96]. North [Whi93, Hoo91]. notch
[Lau80]. Note [Ano95-32]. notebook
[Mye96]. novel [Win81]. ns [GZC74]. NT
[HD98]. nuclear [CDS71, Ups71].
numerical [GP84].
O [ABD+ 97, Ano96-29, Bee82, DN86, EM98,
FK84, GJW83, LMM84, Mic72, NMS80,

NTJ+ 91, Nel82, SLM+ 95, SSMM81]. O/E
[Ano96-29]. Object [Ano92z, Ano92-27,
Ano95-34, Ano95-35, BK95, CHK+ 95, Fie89,
GLM95, Loo97, MM97b, Reh97, TW90,
AC93, Bur86, Dys89, Kra89, KHW89, Mai90,
Sho89, Ano95-33, Ano95-34]. object-based
[Sho89]. Object-Oriented
[Ano92z, Ano95-35, CHK+ 95, GLM95,
MM97b, TW90, Ano92-27, Fie89, Reh97,
AC93, Bur86, Kra89, KHW89, Mai90].
Objects [Bra96, Nak96, ACL89, DL97].
observing [ABM73]. Obtain [PDW85].
ODB [AC93]. OEMF [Haj96]. off [Edw75].
offer [WKT83]. offers [BP77, BP76, BW81,
Edw75, LB80, Sta81a, SMR+ 86, Suk84].
Office
[Ano94s, Ful83b, MRM83, WM94, LHD89].
Offs [DMJCB97, NIWM98]. On-Chip
[NSMO98]. on-column [Kal95]. On-line
[CDS71, KB69b, Sta88]. On-the-Fly
[Kel94]. One [DSW83, CPK88, Emm72,
Mil88, OS75, SW81].
one-gigasample-per-second
[CPK88, Mil88]. Online
[Can93, CHW96, HKH93, Smi94, WCH94].
only [Fin72, GSVS89, Kei71]. Open [AC93,
Car95, SKWR95, Wor92, TSv92, RL86].
OpenCall [PA97, WA97, DOR97].
OpenGL [CL98, LCPG98]. opens
[MHCH77]. OpenView
[FP90, GC90, Hur90, SKG90, KHLM90,
Rid90, She96, Sto96]. Operated [BLSM83].
Operating [Ano93-34, BGK+ 87, BKO87,
CHKS86, CBL96, Wat87b, WW84, AG75,
Bac91, BHP85, Car79, Cha91, FRAC85,
GOS84, GG77, KGTM90, KG92, KM79,
LP92, LMM84, Mor93, SH77, Sta88, STE90,
Van74, WM78]. Operation
[EJG86, Hal85, MC84, SMGR85, ALRS89,
ACK79, BS79, Edw75, HK75, KCP77,
Kur81, Leo77, Reh84, SKB78]. Operational
[Han94, KM97]. Operations
[Ano95o, Ern95, BW76, RBB78]. Operator
[Gil81, Car78]. OPNODE [Ryt77].


[Ano92-34, Coz78], Paging [Ano96f].

PAINTBRUSH [ADRS83].


Papers [Ano94s]. Paradigm [GNR93, GTM95]. Parallel [SP92, Goo91, Mor76, WJ80]. parallel-mode [Mor76]. Parameter [MiITT82, Kai91, Rus93, Spa84b]. Parameters [AI84, Ano92j, KRDS83, WWS+98, Bau69, Dam74, QAKP90]. Parametric [Ban84, ES85, NK84, WB83a].

Parasitic [Das96]. Part [MRH94c, WYO+87, SMB85]. Partially [Jon89, BL87]. particle [AN90].


Password [Ano96a]. Path [WMBB94].

Patient [Ano91g, Ban91, BN80, TM91, Gol80, Gor91, Han80a, Rue80]. Pattern [CLL81, CRSY73, RHM79, YPS76].

Patterns [HPM87, Don71, Hor69]. PC [Ano93c, Cun98, Har86, Hea85, LMS8, Pca85, SR95]. PCDS [RM88]. PCI [LHR98, Mye96]. PCI-based [Mye96].

PCIB [HL86]. PE [FR95, HWK95, SKWR95]. PE/ SolidDesigner [SKWR95, FR95, HWK95].


calculator [Her73]. computer [Bow72]. Conductance [AI84]. control [HRH81, Res83]. cost [He73]. counter [Mac75]. Data [Kal93]. delay [Gue74b].

DeskWriter [MH92, MJKS92, RL92]. disassembler [AS90]. Disc [MG85]. display [Kin81]. firmware [MP83]. function [FRN83, HLT+83]. GaAs [RNR+98]. GallAs [RNR+98]. HSG [KGT90]. IBM [Ish80]. ID [But95, Ano95f]. InGaAs [Ano93z, Slo89].


respiration-rate [Kri81a]. Response [Ano92-32, Kjo92, OL83]. s [YPS76].

semiconductor [Jac74]. Server [Ano93h, Ano94-33, IKH93, Kon95, LH95].

slave [Reh84]. SolidDesigner [FR95, HWK95, SKWR95]. spool [AG75]. storage [Har76]. tape [AMS85]. word [HRZ77]. write [BB84, Fin72]. X11 [ACL89, BCh+89, BG89, ES89, HL89].

Pentium [Mye96, WP94b]. Performance [ALT82, Ano92b, Ano92-28, BDH91, BBG91, BEM95, BCF96, BL83, CP87, Cam94, CSS*91, Col88a, CWFS82, Cun98, CT85, DWD98, Fos98, FPUB88, FSD82, GSG+87, GE96, Gib86, HAS94, Let92, LRF83, Lyn87, MY95, Pea95, PMN82, RO97, Ra95, RMVT95, Rup86, SA82, WR95, ASCC84, ABD*97, Bac91, BMTW8, BLTY81, BBI*93, Bel93, BN93, Bor90, BS98, BW81, Bur85, CJHE93, Chl81, Ciot71, Cra72, DL77, Dr81, EM76, EHI81, ELN88, Fis72, FS81b, FHDS92, Goe89, GBHS81, HBHC84, Ham93, HKZ74, HSV96, HE75, HW82.
performance [Sny75, Sta77, Sti77, SMD95, Tal68, TRH85, TC79, Wie90, WJ80, WJ79, WB89, YPS76]. period [Ban69].

peripheral [BRHS89, Bru78, Ega72].

Peripherals [GV86, MG85, Roe95].

Permuted [Mal87].

Persistence [Kah92].

persistence/storage [Har76].

Personal [Bar84, Egb77a, Egb77b, Egb78, HJL83, Hig85b, Kah79, KM84, MD86, RSW86, SJL91, SPA84a, Suk84, Tun74, WBSC84, WW84, BBG91, CKP89, DE76, FRAC85, HL86, HK75, LLS88, Lyn80a, Lyn80b, MHCH77, MRH80, MG92, MWC80, Sto74, SMK84, TL89, WM85]. personal/professional [Lyn80b].

personality [HFOS81].

Perspective [Ano93-29, Ano94-34, CHK95, NH92]. perspectives [Lou75]. Perturbation [Ano95o].

Phase [Bir96, Chu88, Sch84, TOB97, AH89, Hal75, HK75, Han72, HK88a, NY88, NTA72].

Phase-Locked [TOB97].

phase-modulated [Hal75]. Phased [Ano97h, GFK83]. Phased-Array [GFK83].

Philosophy [Ano92x, AD82, Hol79, Nel82].


pick [Saf96]. pick-and-place [Saf96].

picoseconds [CAF78]. picture [ADRS83].

Pin [GDW94, TLCB98, Pri76]. Pipeline [Tha89]. pipelining [Ram92]. pixel [WYSE97]. Place [Rya95, Saf96].

Plain [HASP94, Bar88, KA92]. plain-paper [KA92]. planes [HLM89]. Planning [MRH94a, FS81a, Kru97, NGW92, WSJ87].

Plasma [Ill82, Kis97]. Plate [Ano93-28, Her73, SBMS85]. platen [KT81]. Platform [Cha96a, Jan96, LMNQ96, PA97, WA97, BCK+94]. Platforms [CBL96].

platinum [For74]. Plot [Ano92c, Ano97g]. Plotter [Ano92k, Ano92i, Ano94x, DH77, Hal85, Has92, Lo81, Lon92, MC82, PT92, SMGR85, Tre78, WJ82,APA92, ABW78, Azm82, BLK77, BSME92, BP77, FCC79, FS81b, GAP92, HFO81, KPC+82, MEM82, MSCK92, PHK77, PL81, RC79, SSMM81, TC79]. Plotter/Printer [Tre78, ABW78]. plotters [ACK79, BAUR92, BrU77].

Plotting [HM85, ABW78, BLTY81, DF86, DKMS81]. Plug [Fro86, HRHS81, Mi84, PH96, GDV73, Goo72, HEW82]. Plug-In [Fro86, HRHS81, Mi84, PH96]. plug-ins [HEW82]. plug-on [GDV73].

plug-together [Goo72]. Plus [Fro86].

Pocket [EMT83, CFW75, CR73, Eve83, Lil72, NT75, Tun74]. pocket-sized [CR73]. pocketful [WRT72]. Pods [DD86].

Poincaré [Ano95-40]. Point [MC84, KS72]. point-by-point [KS72]. points [NBZ97].

Polarization [Ano93-32, Ano95u, HH95]. polarization-mode [HH95]. Pole [Adv87b].

Pole-Zero [Adv87b]. Policing [MM97a].

Polyester [Bri94]. Polynomial [Ano95-41].

Polysilicon [Kam82]. Poor [Ano92-29]. port [Bro95, SM75, Spa84b, Ano94v].

portability [Ano71a, Hay74, Res83].

Portable [BJ82, DN86, ELC+86, Fro86, HSYJ83, Low69, MD86, Moo92, MT76, QH83, Row86, Yor83, Bau80, BDOT85, Jek75, KB85, Mac73, Mac75, MB80, MS80, MRM83, Smi69, SM87, TD83]. Porting [Lin97].

Portion [Ano96a]. ports [Sta81a].

Positioning [BJWW84, Kus96, RW76].

POSIX [La93]. possibilities [Chu79].

Potential [Ano95-42]. Power [Ano92-33, Ano97e, BDH91, Bec87, Bir96, BGR98, Che86, Dan96, DR98, DBB+95].
Power-Line [Pie87].

Powerful [AD82, Ban84, Hal85, McI74, MWC80, Mur82, NT75, Pie79a, WRT72].

PPA [HJH97, Kil97, MMPT97].

practical [HW73, NR72, Pou68].

practice [BLMJ77].

Precise [Edw79b, Sch84, FD78, FR87a, SFHE85, SW90b].

Precision [BKMM87, BDFL95, BHK86, BGK87, CHKS86, DS82, FSB87, GSG87, Hey81, HMSFR87, JRC81, MBH89, Nic88, PP69, PP87, RJH87, Sor88, Swe89, Win80, WCT87, YLJ87, BH70, BCH93, DH76, DA75, DeV81, EHS81, EAW86, Emm72, GW77, HKA79, KGK81, KV74, Lai81, LM81, Mae74, Mar89, OST75, PKH77, Pra80, Rad87, Wal76, Wes77].

Predictive [WR86].

Preheater [Sch84].

Premonitory [Hor69].

Preparation [Gor82, BH81].

gerger [GMMM92].

prescaler [Jek80].

Preselected [NML90].

Presence [Van98].

Presentation [MTMP83, PS83].

Preserves [Gem85].

Pressure [WP94a, Bro82, Rom91, Sch75].

preventing [BR91, Con93].

prevention [War89].

previously [Kei71].

Price [Cou71, DW92a].

price/performance [DW92a].

priced [KE74].

Primer [Ano94z, Ano90b].

Primitive [Ano94-29].

Print [Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92u, Ano94g, Ano94x, BJN88, CAJ94, DMW94, BMTW78, BCK94, HSB94, MI92, MJKS92, Mon92, RL92].

Printbar [Cra85].

Printed [Dul85, Gas88, Jac88, Mar88, Pal96, Reg88, BL87, Bas79, FL80, HDH87, Rus92].

Printer [BTBW83, Bar84, Cas95a, CHP85, DiV84, GLW85, HW88, HSW88, MLPN88, PSS88, SS82, STMM88, TCWN88, WMBB94, Woo78, ACM92, Bar88, BD73, BTE94, BP76, Coz78, DMW94, DCM94, HSB94, JJH97, Hol82a, JKP98, KB85, Kil94, Kil97, LT89, LK80, MJKS92, MMPT97, MT76, Nad75, PPMW94, QM80, SM97, SM87, Ter78, CH82, Hol82c, Rho88].

Printers [CHP85, Fit82, MTWG85, PL84, Spr82, Bri94, HW88, Jep85, WM94].

Printhead [ABC94, BAE5, BHI94, HD88, Nie85, Ric97].

Printheads [BCRS88, HCF94].

Printing [Bar88, Dei94, Hal82, LH82, Man94, Mar77, WCH94, ABW78, BCC94, BP76, ISL78, KA92, SM97, Woo78].

Priority [AST95].

probability [RR69].

Probe [REB86, AH72, EZ81, Ham93, Mat90, Que76, US93].

probes [FG77, GW77, OST75].

probing [Zel69].

Problem [Ano97c, HMPF74].

Problems [HO82b, Pet94, Chu74, Cro79, Due74, SW78, Wag75].

Procedural [LBKY86].

Procedures [Ano92].

Process [Ano93-36, Ano93-43, Ano94r, Gra96, Jac88, LeV87, MFMS83, Oh82a, PT92, RNR98, RKK93, SDCC96, Chi82, Cla81a, Con93, DL77, Gil96, GHK93, GCDW91, PW82, SM88, SM82].

processes [Dia94, Far74, LD93, Tiv91].

Processing [ACK84, Ano94-27, BK85, Gup95, Hig85a, HL86, IC85, LS76, LMNQ96, Sbr82, Sch89, Bel93, BCH81, Gro92, Gun94, HMLN87, Hue73, KB90, Kla78, MM90, RW81, RP88, Rob92, ROE87, St68b].

Processor [ADG96, BBR97, DMJCB97, FCK97, GJW83, MGBB97, SM86, US79, Bee82, EM76, Fdl74, Fia83, For77, GJ74, Hea85, JU97, Koh72, KSM97, MBF97, OGB84, PB76, RH74, Rue80, WT97].

Processors [LBSL95, SBK97, LBSL95a].

procurement [Kru97].

Produced [Ano92k].

Producers [Ano96w, Ano96p].

produces
Producing [Cor96]. Product [Ano92, Ano94, Ano94b, Ano94y, Ano95-43, CL98, Dev81, Hol95, Kra89, RR88, Roe95, ROKH94, SSW96, TBBM83, GCDW91, Jes89b, LF91]. Production [Ano92-32, Dul85, MY95, MRH94a, SW91, Wri96, Ano67, EAW+86, HCF+88, MT81, Mon92, Pat83, Ric71b, SM79]. productivity [EAW+86, Gra81, O'K93, Reh84, Ric81a, SB83]. Products [Ano92x, DR95, HMM96, BB84, DP84, Res83]. Professional [DE76]. professionals [Eve83, WAZH84, Wic87]. Program [ABC+88, Ano96y, Bal84, Lou90, Mag94, McD84, McD80, Ped86, Cle79, CG87, DE76, HMM88, Kha81, Mac93, MOT90, Ste89a]. program-compatible [DE76]. Programmable [Ada71, GBO94, Kal93, MSS87, MC82, TST82, And70, Aue81, BHE+85, BKE+90, CS76, Chi81, CR81, DF82, DE76, FR87b, HEV82, HKA79, IK86, Lou72, MCCB76, Ris82, SFHE85, Sch78a, SF95, Spa72b, Tho80, Tun74, Vet91, War80]. Programmers [Ing70, SB83]. Programming [Ano92-27, Ano95-35, Atec92, Bar81, ME90, Ric81a, Sto74, BPP7, Bur86, Cog83, Hal79, Joh77b, KMT9, Mat84, Pir97, SKB78, Sha89, Zel70]. Programs [Ano92s, Bas79, HKC+84a, Neu91]. Progress [Ano95h]. Project [Ano92y, Ano95-44, Krui88, Mar88, Mil96, MK97, Ric91]. Projects [Ano95-45, FS94]. Protecting [Ano93-33]. protection [Nie90]. Protects [Ano92w]. Protein [SD95, MB96]. Protocol [ASTW95, AW90, Ano90c, Ano95-31, BKD94, JRM+86, KYKM85, Moo92, PT90, WR85, ARG85, BDOT85, Dou92, Pru92, SSV90, SP96, Voi84, Pug90]. Protocols [Ano95t, DKW90]. Prototype [Roe96, Sch96]. Prototyping [Ano95-44]. Provides [Ban84, CHP85, Hal82, Hal85, WR85, Bol75, Lai81, Leo77, MW80, QM80, Sta88, SA80, TC79]. Providing [BLY92, BK95, Nie90, Tan89]. Proximity [RW81]. Pseudo [AR76]. Pseudo-random [AR76]. pulmonary [BF79]. pulsars [She71]. Pulse [Ano93-27, HZ83, Kal93, Aue81, BHE+85, BKE+90, Cat82, FL73, FD78, FRN83, GZC74, HRZE77, HLT+83, HKA79, KNF+97, Kw90, Koe91, KE74, Rus93, SES90, SPD+93, SOF80, SC89, War93]. Pulse/Data [Kal93]. pulse/function [FRN83, HLT+83]. pulse/word [HRZE77]. pulsed [LS83]. pulser [AH72, BC76]. purity [DeV81, Has81, PB81, Ric81b, SS89, Win80]. Purpose [KM97, ADRS83, BLMJ77, CF68, GOS84, GT71, MC91, Ogd80, OGB84, Sha76]. Putting [BB80, Kar82, RS75]. quadrature [KH88a]. Qualification [SH90a]. Quality [Ano92a, Ano92g, Ano94s, LeV98]. Quality [Ano92, Ano92g, Ano94s, LeV98]. Quality/word [HRZE77]. qualitative [LS83]. qualitative [LS83]. quantification [SH90a]. quantitative [Ano92a, Ano92g, Ano94s, LeV98]. Quantitative [SH90a]. Quantum [RLB+95, RWT97]. quarter [Gil89, Top89]. quarter-inch [Gil89, Top89]. quartz [WS81]. quiet [BD73, Cos76, Nad75]. Radial [HPL96, PHL96]. Radially [HPL96, PHL96]. Radiated [SS83b, WB89]. Radio [Du87, HPM87, McK87, Ped86, Gue72, Rob82a, Wat87a]. radios [Hoo91]. radiositivity [Bur89]. Raid [Ano95-38]. RAM [WSBK83]. random [AR76]. Range [Ano93b, CSWR85, EMT83, FR87c, Ush88, Yan92, BS93, Bol80, Cat82, CHM76, DA75, DiP80, FRS88, GDV73, HT76, Jef74, JRC81, R&D [LeV88]. Radar [KG88b]. Radially [HPL96, PHL96]. Radiated [SS83b, WB89]. Radio [Du87, HPM87, McK87, Ped86, Gue72, Rob82a, Wat87a]. radios [Hoo91]. radiositivity [Bur89]. Raid [Ano95-38]. RAM [WSBK83]. random [AR76]. Range [Ano93b, CSWR85, EMT83, FR87c, Ush88, Yan92, BS93, Bol80, Cat82, CHM76, DA75, DiP80, FRS88, GDV73, HT76, Jef74, JRC81,
Sequence [MRH94b, Don71, MB96]. Sequencer [MBC95]. sequences [Kov81]. sequencing [MB96].

Serial [KYKM85, MB95, Erd79, Kil94, Mor76]. Series [AFG+86, Ano92e, Ano92q, Ano95v, BWW84, BHW86, CP87, Cat78, Geb78, Har87, Hol79, KM84, KH82, MK79, PaI86, Sha76, WLHC84, YF92, ASC84, Fra74, GMMM92, HJG93, HEW82, Joli77a, KG92, Lan77, Rig77, RSM91, Spa72b, Sta77, WS84b, Wya92, ABG+92, CL92, CLL+92, EDF82, Har82, LG92].

Server [BEM95, Pet96, Swe96, NBZ+97]. Servers [ARL+94, Ano96b, BBF+97, Bre94, BCF96, SR95, HVSM96]. Services [MG85]. Service [Ano96]. Ano96k, GH95, Wen85, ARGA85, BDOT85, CDE+87, Fro77, MK79, PS81, Pie75, Wri96]. serviceability [Ano71a, Gol80, Sha78a, Swe81]. Services [Bar96, BK95, Cas95b, FKL86, FT86, KT95, MS94, She96, Chi90, CFK+90]. Servo [MW80, Lo81, TRH85]. Servo-controlled [MW80]. Servomechanism [Edw84, OB90].

Set [CHP85, DS82, Ern95, KGTH+87, MC84, AD75, Cos76, DVL91, FIA83, Geb78, GP84, Rob82a, Spa84b, Urq76, Wal76, Wat87a, DNG84, NTH+84]. Sets [SC83b, Mar77, MWC80]. Setting [RR88]. settling [Pon80a].


Sharing [BCH+89, BG89, ES89, HLM89, ACL89, DeV80, PeI68]. sharper [Har76].

Shielding [Ano92w]. shifted [HT86].

Shmoo [Ano97g]. Short [Ano94z, Hen84, NMY95, Wes77]. Short-Circuit [Hen84].

Short-Wavelength [NMY95]. Shortening [MY95]. Shortens [Duf87]. shows [Pri76].

Shuttle [LT85]. Si [Bro82]. Sidebar [Ano94-27, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94-30, Ano94-31, Ano94-32, Ano94-33, Ano95-47, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano96v, Ano96w, Ano96y, Ano96x, Ano96z, Ano96-27, BPA+94b, DeI94, Fid94, Kru94b, Mag94, NK96, Pet94, RK94b]. Sigma [Hea94].

Signal [Ano91f, Ano92f, Ano97d, BW92, BMD+88, BS98, CS82, CSWR85, Edw87, EH84, EEH+84, Eps84, FH+85, Gy88, GC87, Gro91, HZ83, HHT+97, HMLN78, Hue73, IC85, JM87, JJJ85, KWR+87, LK85, Lau87, Mur97, NHBH87, PK84, Shr82, St98, Str77, Toni85, Wen85, WR97, da 94, An81, AH89, Ast77, BBKD93, BBI+93, Bel93, BOC+93, BKS93, Bru79b, Bur85, Chi81, CK76, CGH+93, DF79, D77, ES77, FFS89, GW77, Gro92, Gnu94, Hal75, HK75, HHS+73, Has81, Hay74, HS68, HPF93, Jer74, Kib82, Lar83a, LS83, MP89, Mer73, Ml90, PCW77, PB81, RU76, RR69, REOB87, SKB78, SCI+81, SFHE85, Sha71, SAMS73, SS89, Tho77, Tt872, WB89]. signal-level [RU76]. Signal-To-Noise [Ano92f].

Signaling [Ano95-30, NZ97, CCC+95].

Signals [Ano92w, ANSI95, Arm95, Bir91, HKM96, ABM73, AR76, BOC+93, Cnu88, Edw79b, GW77, LS67, RD75]. Signature [Fr77, HR82, Na77, RB82, Cha77]. significantly [QM80]. Silica [LRS83]. Silicon [Col88b, For77, Kam82, WSYD97, Cow70, Roy81].

Silicon-On-Insulator [Col88b]. Silicon-On-Sapphire [Col88b].

Simulation [AGO+85, Ano92e, Ano92-28, Ano92-30, Ano94m, Ano94n, Ano94-35,
Simulations [Oh82a, NE81]. Simultaneously [Pri76]. sine [Lee74].

Single [Mur97, YLJ+87, AH89, BS90, Fia83, For77, Lo81]. single- [BS90]. Single-Chip [Mur97, YLJ+87, Fia83, For77]. single-loop [AH89]. Site [Har87]. Six [Hea94].

Small [Ano92-31, BZS83, Per88, Van77b, WMBB94, Fra71, Ham79, HB72, Joh77a, Mat79b, McI74, MD79, Rom91, Smi79, UAH77, WN79a]. small-business [Ham79, Mat79b, MD79, WN79a]. Smaller [NT75]. Smalltalk [Ano92z, KF95].

Software [AGI+91]. Sockets [AGI+91, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano95x, Ano96y, AY98, Ban83, Ban84, BLP86, BN93, BM86, Bug86, BL83, CHK+95, Cor96, Cot94, Cox96, DDD86, DKW90, DW87, EH84, Fit82, Fos73, FS94, FS86, Gen85, Gra96, HSK87, Ham81, Hea94, HNL87, HKC84b, Hig95, Kru88, LBL95b, LCP98, Lon90, LC96, Lut91, LKHK83, MB85, Mar88, MZ96, Mil96, NZ97, Neu84, Pal86, Par79, Ram92, RW70, RC98, TBTM92, TE86, War86, War92, Wat87b, WS84a, BR91, BH92, Cag90, Cot93, CBH91, Fe80, Fis88, Ger90, GHK+93, Gra91, Gre90, HHH+97, HSB94, Kra89, Kru89, LBL95a, Le93, Lie97, Mac93, MP83, NSA89, Nie90, NSP97, Nik97, NPG+83, Rei91, Ric81a, Sch79, Sch93c, SPA+84a, Ten83, WN79a, War91, Wil97a, WB83b, YGR95].

Software/ firmware [MP83]. Solder [Kee89]. Soldering [MHV96b, MHV96a]. Solid [Ano94w, BP69, CS82, CWFS82, Ern95, BEFV70, Det72, Kei71, Kih82, Kuh76, Mic71, SAMS73, UAH77]. Solid-State [CS82, CWFS82, BP69, BEFV70, Det72, Kih82, Kuh76, Mic71, UAH77]. Solution [Adl86, Ano95x, Man94, YGR95, Pet86, Tsv92, WS97]. Solutions [LEV96, MB85, Pet96, Chu74, Cro79, Sel97, SKG90]. solve [HMPF74, Kuh79, Vog91].

Solevent [GV84, SW90b]. solver [McC87]. Solves [OH82b]. Solving [FCK97]. SONET [WSYD97]. SOS [Edw79c]. Source [Alb88, Ano93-46, Ano97e, BGR+88, GLP+97, Bru79b, CP89, DHT76, DF79, JBS93, Pon90, Pon90, Ras87, RD75, SA91, SKB78, SFHE85, Ste89b, Tut72]. Sources [Bar82, FR87c, Man69, RLH+95, SR88, ALRS89, BEFV70, Man91, MLJP93, Pec73, PP69]. space [Fra71]. spatial [Rus92]. speaks [JY72]. Special [Bru79b, GJ74]. Specialized [Gor82]. Specific [Gro91].

Specification [Bur95, CBH91, KHW89, LF91, LCB90]. specification/800 [LCB90]. Specifications [RR88]. Specifying [GR91, HR91]. speckle [Mag83]. spectra [KB69b, Wha68]. spectral [BS90, MNL90, Rin81b, SS89, Win80].

SpectralAN [LAB97]. Spectrometer [Kis97, Wak97, HHR71, KT73]. spectrophotometer [KW80, MW80, Ste80b, WJS80]. spectrophotometric [LNN+84]. spectrophotometry [SW80]. spectroscopy [FK79]. Spectrum [Ano93-30, Mat86, McF98, BS93, BHW70, BEFV70, CCH+91, Chu88, CM72, CW72, DA75, E199, GHIW68, HW93, Jaw71, HH78, HML97, HS80, KN93, Kei71, LD79, Lin79b, MW80, PB78, RE0B78, Sha7a, Sha87a, Ups71, WA93, YN93].

Speech [HM84, KM84, Ano67]. Speed [Ano93z, Ano94-27, Ano95p, BMD+88, Gor82, HM85, KYK85, KRS83, LB89, MTS85, MCD97, MBD+98, Mil94, MM95,
Mon88, PHK77, PBD88, RNR +98, TBB +97, Yan92, A184, BD73, CRSY73, EHS81, EH78, FRS88, For77, Geb78, HBNB83, JRC81, JM91, KGG81, KBH93, Koe91, LN +84, MVG77, Mi90, Pax70, Pli89, Slo89, SA80, TTML81, WKT83, WJT71, WB83a, WHHC89, WHH91. [MC84, BW76, Par79]. 

SPICE [DR98]. Splitter [Ano97e]. Spooler [Lie88]. 

Sputtering [DLJ85]. Square [Egb77a]. 

SS7 [PA97, WA97]. stability [CK76, CF68, Mai91, Mar71, Ras87, Thr68]. stabilization [SL93]. Stable [FR87c]. 

Stack [AW90, BE90, SSV90]. Stage [KM97, NK84, Aue81, LMS81]. Staggered [HPL96, PHL96]. 

Station [BN80, BW76, Gor80, Gra81, Han80a, Ker80, Sta81a, SW81]. Stations [Ano94-32]. 


Stimulus [Ano92-32, ES85, Kjo92, OL83, TST82]. stimulus/measurement [TST82]. 

Stimulus/Response [Ano92-32, Kjo92, OL83]. Storage [BGS83, DSB94, HSYJ83, LEV96, Sha85, SR95, SD82, ES77, EL82, Han80b, Kie83, Mun77, NWW96, Ric76, SWP90]. Store [Ano96t, Cou72]. straightness [BGH74]. Strained [RWT97]. strategies [HG81]. 

Strategy [CGS +86, Wi96]. Streaming [CDG +88, DVE85, RRC +85, DPA +88]. 

Streamlines [MiTT82]. Streams [MBC95]. 

Strengthening [AY98]. Stress [Har84]. stretches [Hay74]. strip [MW73, Mic71]. strip-chart [MW73, Mic71]. Stripchart [Ban91]. strip-line [Kir71]. 

Structure [Ano93-40, NMY95, ACS88, BA85, Ega72, Sta88]. Structured [Bur95, FHMP97, Kil94, BRHS89, BM81, CBH91, FJS9, Joh77b, LM73, LM93, NASS89, Neg81]. 

Structured-Custom [Bur95]. Structures [Ano93-39, Sha89]. Structuring [WY0 +87]. 

Stuck [Ano95g]. Stuck-At [Ano95g]. 

Study [BKQW95, BF91, LHIR98, BL87, BF89, Cho90, LM86, Rus93]. stylus [Car81]. 

sub [PS81, Sol81]. subassembly [CS80]. 

Subharmonic [Mat86]. Subject [Ano94c]. Submicrometer [Ama86, NSMO98]. subnanosecond [HRZE77]. substrate [LM81]. 

Subsystem [Ano91d, DDT83, HLH86, ST84, Kas72, LMM84, LWBB84, LG92, McH87]. Suite [OR96, HD98]. summary [AK81]. super [VBK89]. super-blocking [VBK89]. Supercritical [NH94]. superior [Mai91, Thr68]. Superscalar [SBK +97]. supersystem [MS74]. supplies [DP73, GBHS81, MP81, OL83, PGW73, Sc81]. supply [Ani81, AK79, BHW77, Bec80, BFMP84, CJ71, DiF75, Emm72, Fel86, Kru97, Pec74]. supply/amplifier [Pec74]. Support [Ano95n, Ano95p, BK85a, BFS94, DSW83, WHHC89, WHH91].
KGTM90, Ric94, SH90b, Tan96, WR86, AS90, Go691, KG92, MS83, Ric91, SW81. 

Supporters [Ano96w, Ano96p]. Supports [HKC+84a, Kin81, Van77b]. Surface [Ano96k, BKA WBCTK98, CE81, IKS81, ME95, Shr82, SD95, THHW95]. 

Erd79, FG75, FPS72, Gue79, HB72, HM84,
Ing70, Joh77a, JRC81, Jun78, KBHS93,
KHW89, LM93, Mar70, McI74, MR93,
MK97, NK78, PK75, Pir97, PH70,
RS75, RHM79, RW76, Sak78, SJ75, SWM78,
ST75, Sha76, Sha78b, Smi77, SS90, SMR,
SS90, SV79, Thr68, Urq76, Wag75, Wal70,
WLHC84, War72, WP94b, Wolf75, YK77.

systems/1000 [Sha78b]. systems/3000 [Sha78b].

TAB [Mat92]. Table [Ano96x, Sim94a, Sta88, Ano96-28].
Table-driven [Sta88, Tablet [Kin81, Bar81, Sta81b]. Tablet/display [Kin81].
Tachyon [SP96]. Talk [Ano95k, Ano95i, NSMO98]. Tape [BDM85, CDG+88, CT85, DSB94, DVE85,
Gen85, Gil89, Gre85, MG85, RRC+85,
Sha85, Top89, Ujv94, BKV89]. Tablet/Display [MG85]. Task [Ano93w, Ano93x, GAL+93, PW89, SW80, Ano93-41]. task-oriented [SW80].
Tasks [GAL+93, Wag88]. TDR [Das96]. Teach [Ped86]. teaches [BS79]. Team [Pet96, AH72]. teams [Hey81].
TECAP [Kha81]. Technical [BMS87, CG98, HMM96, CRSS95, FRAC85, Lea89, Lie88, WAZH84, Wic87, WM85, YGR95].
technique [FeI80, SA80, Tan89].
Techniques [AM95, Ano93q, Fos98, Hea94, PF88, Cze89, GH+93, Gro92, HSB+94,
HH91, Hue73, Slo89, Swe89]. Technological [Hol95]. Technologies [Ano93g, Ano95-37, SAS98, Mil75].
Technology [Ano95w, Ano95-29, Ano95-38, Ano96f, Bar95, BPMF87, BZS83, DOR97,
FST92, FSDC82, HIL+83, LH95, MFMS83,
NIWM98, Nis87, PHL96, SD95, Toe86,
BLTY81, BBH91, Cag86, DKMS81, Edw79c,
FL80, For77, GBHS81, ICNT93, JM80, Kra89,
MBL95, MP81, SM82, Spo90, Sti77, Wec88].
Techwriter [RA85]. Telecommunication [Cha96a, GH73]. Telecommunications [Cox96, LMNQ96, SDDC96, Haj96, NSV92, Win80]. Telemetry [BJPH95, LDNT72].
Telephone [Dan96, Tue95, AD75, CM75, PH70, SS83a].
TeleShare [Tuc95]. Temperature [MHV96b, Sch84, VCMH96, EZ81, MHV96a, SL93]. Ten [MPR82]. Ten-Bit [MPR82].
Terminal [AF90, Ban83, BGK+87, Cau85,
Du85, SBB85, AS90, AG75, Bee82, BP77,
BDF84, CS76, CP85, DIC78, Dou75, Gau81,
HG79, Kil94, Lan75, Le77, Mai90, MC85,
MB96, Moy78, NSW76, RBB78, Spa72a,
TBL+83, Wai75, Wot88]. Terminals [ABJ78, SW81]. Terminology [Ano92-37].
Terms [Ano94p]. Test [AW90, Ano92s, Bal84, Ban84, Des92, DS82,
Du85, FS86, GDDK94, Han94, HR82, Hol84,
Kar94, Kjo92, KG9+87, KV94, Lan94,
LSM+95, McD84, Moo92, NZ97, NK84,
OR96, RK94a, SW91, ST84, War92, Whi85,
AD75, AR76, BH92, CW92, DV91, Ewy69,
ES69, FM84, FG75, GHW92, Gol80, Gor91,
GH73, GB87, GT71, Gun94, HA92, ICONT93,
Koe80, Kov81, LaF80, MN79, Mat84, Neu91,
Par79, PSA93, Pl89, Rad87, RD75, Rob82a,
Sch97, Se91, Spa84b, SM97, TST82, Tho72,
Tut72, TL89, Urr72, Wag75, Wat87a, Wri96,
WCT87, Ano94v]. Testability [Ano93l, DR95, Mei82, Swe81]. Testable [Lam95]. TESTAID [Bas79]. Tester [BS98, DNO96, Sto96, Van98, War92,
CWF+79, Ing76, Sch79]. Testing [Ano92-33, Bal84, BS89, Bug86, CHK+95, CAJ+94,
DNG84, DW87, DNB94, DFS85, ES94,
Har86, Har84, Hen84, HRE85, Jeg95, Kar94,
MM97a, MBC95, Mur97, Nik97, Pet74,
RH74, RC89, SM98, ST90, Sti97, TOB97,
WR97, Ano67, Bas79, Bob73, BG98, Bur85,
CDE+87, Car69, CRSY73, Don69, EAW+86,
Fel89, Gri69, Ham93, HRZE77, Hoo91,
HBNB83, Hue73, Mai90, MLJP93, Mat90,
Mey90a, Nee68, NPS97, NTH+84, PK75,
Pir97, Pl89, RHM79, SM97, Win80]. Tests [Cha96b, KRDS83, Bra78, Bru79b, Sch93c].
text [ABW78, BCC+94]. texture [HH90].

thanks [Mer81]. Their [BT98, DR81].

Theoretical [Ano94-36, Sha98]. Theory [DW87, EM98, LY94, Mag86, Chu74, RW81].

Thermal [ABC+94, AMK85, Ano92-34, BJJN88, BCRS88, DR98, EGH+88, HSW88, NH94, WMBB94, ACS88, Bar88, BSME92, Bro82, BHH+88, Coz78, DCN+88, HCF+88, LK80, MM72, O’N80].

Thermocouple [Col88a, Jac74, Lam74].

Thermodynamics [AMK85].

thermometer [Fos74].

Thick [Toe86, Zam73, Mil75]. Thick-film [Toe86, Mil75]. Thin-Film [AGS85, DGHP85, DLJ85, HRE85, Ili82, MSB85, OSN+85, BA85, Jac74, Mer73]. thin-film/semiconductor [Jac74].

Thin-Film [AGS85, DGHP85, DLJ85, HRE85, MSB85, OSN+85, BA85, Jac74, Mer73].

Thin Film [TOE86, Zam73, Mil75].

Thin-film [Toe86, Mil75]. Thin-film/semiconductor [Jac74].

ThinkJet [BA85, Nie85, SBM85].

Thick-film [Toe86, Mil75].

Thin-film/semiconductor [Jac74].

Three [Ano92h, NT75, FR95]. Three-Color [Ano92h].

three-dimensional [FR95]. Threshold [KRD85].

Throughput [Cas95a, HT92, SMGR85, TD92, CR89, EKW93, Ric94, Sha76].

THz [RMVT95].

tidal/respiration [Kri81a]. Time [Ano93-37, Ano93-34, Ano96-30, BLNP86, BF82, Byr96, Can93, Chu74, DH98, Duf87, FDT8, GYW94, Ke92, LBS95b, Loo97, MS95, MC84, MY95, MD96, PaL96, War72, ASC84, APA9, Ano71b, AG75, Anz93, Ave75, BRHS99, BG88, Be93, BP93, Bha92, BN93, BCO+93, CAF78, Dra77, EKW93, FGH+89, FRS88, FMN84, Gas88, Gun94, HR91, Hei88, KB69b, KH88a, KBHS93, LCT+84, LBS95a, LM93, MGV77, Mor70, Mor93, NS88, OST75, PN88, Pet68, Pou68, RP88, Rus93, Sa96, SE90, Sch70, Sch76, SNN88, Smi69, SH77, Sor74, Ste88, Vob88, Wal70, Wec88, Wes77, HKC+84a].

Time-Domain [MS95, MD96, BGGS88, Be93, BP93, FRSS88, KBHS93, RP88, SNN88, Smi69, Vob88].

time-related [MVG77]. time-shared [Pou68, Wal70]. Time-Slice [Loo97].

time-varying [BCO+93]. timer [Mac75].

timer/counter [Mac75]. times [GZC74].

timesharing [MVG77]. Timing [Ano97f, Bir96, KRD83, Neu84, War97a, FD78, FR74, SWM78, She71, ZHN83].

TIMS [DNG84, Reh84]. tiny [Tag74].

TMN [Spe96]. Today [Ano91g, FL73, SAMS73]. Today’s [CS82].

together [Goo72, RS75]. Tolerance [SR95, WP94c]. Tone [Ano95h].

Tones [Ano95h, Urq72]. Tool [Ano93-34, BTW83, Bug86, Cou94, DD86, GYW94, GSFF90, GAL+93, Har86, KF95, Lub91, McK87, Moo92, Reh88, Sim94b, AGI+91, Fro90, Gau81, HBC84, Neu91, SSM92, Sch97, TL89].

Toolkit [Cox96, CG98, Spe96, Sto96, TW90, WHBP95].

Tools [Ano92i, Ano93-43, AWH+87b, AWH+87a, BPA+94b, DR98, FHMP97, FS86, PDW85, Rya95, Bac91, Cag90, Ger90, HG81, Jes89b, Mur82, SB83, Tiv91].

Toolset [ABC+88, Ano92-30, Bra96, Bur86].

Topology [Bha94]. total [BW76, GHK+93, Gor80, Ker80].

Touchscreen [SPA+84a, SMK84, Suk84]. tougher [HB72]. Trace [Mal87].

Traceability [Ger98]. tracer [Bec76].

Traces [Ano93c, Har76]. Tracking [Ano93-46, Pag71, Bla86, Due74, NYS81, PSA83, PB82, SWM78].

Trade [DMJCB97, NIWM98]. Trade-Offs [DMJCB97, NIWM98]. traditional [LM86].

training [LFWEJ89]. Transaction [Gup95, Ra93]. transceiver [Bob73, Hue73].

Transconductance [KM97]. Transducer [GFK83, EH81, Lar83b, McK83, Mil83, OS76, RW76]. transducer-based [EH81].

Transducers [MW94, SS83b]. Transfer
[Ano95w, BB97a, Man90]. Transient
[Win74, FK79]. Transimpedance
[Ano96-29]. Transistor
[Kha81, Ban69, BP70, IK69]. transistors
[Man69]. Transition
[BW92, DW92b, GZC74, SES90]. Translation
[Ano92o, Ano93-43, Buf96]. Transmission
[MCD97, NTH84, Pie87, Pli89, CDE87, Gue74b, HMPF74, DNG84]. Transmitter
[Mil94, Lee74]. Transmitters
[Bir91]. Transport
[FKL86, Pug90, CS80]. Transportable
[KE85]. transversal
[IKS81]. travel
[BGH74]. treatment
[KH88a]. Trigger
[Ano97a, GE86, EKW93, Hei88]. Triggered
[How79]. Triggers
[Bug86]. Trigonometric
[Egb77b, Egb77c]. Trilayer
[OLR82]. Troubleshooting
[BYA86, Mur92, AH72, BS79, Nei79, SM79, WS84b]. troubleshooting
[Cha77, Que76]. True
[Ano95-48, Fol72, Wad68]. true-rms
[Wad68]. Tsutsuiji
[COO+93]. Tube
[Gro83, Cha70, HMO73]. Tunable
[MLJP93, NML90, RLB+95, JBS93]. Tuned
[CWFS82, Lau80, LS83]. tuning
[Tho80]. Turnaround
[HMPF97, BCH81]. TV
[HMPF74]. Twelve
[KH69]. Twenty
[MPR82]. Twenty-Megasample-Per-Second
[MPR82]. Twisted
[Ano95l, MCD97]. Twisted-Pair
[Ano95l, MCD97]. Two
[Ake85, AS85, Ban91, Buf96, Has92, RHK+83, Wil84, DG70, GSVS89, KW93, Sch87, Spa84b, Ste89b]. two-hundred-foot
[DG70]. Two-Channel
[Ake85, AS85, Ban91, Sch87]. two-language
[Bas94b, Ste79]. two-source
[Rii79]. Types
[Ano96r]. Typing
[Bar84, BF89, BF90, BPA+94b]. Ultra
[TWCD93]. Ultra sonic
[Che86, MW94]. Ultrasound
[GFK83, HLH86, JAD83, Kar86, KD83, LHK83, OMD83, SC83a, SS83b, Ban83, HT86, Kin83, LHL83, Mag83, O'C86]. Unattended
[SMGR85, ACF79]. Unbiased
[Mat86]. understandable
[AD75, Far74]. unified
[Han80b]. unifying
[Wat81]. Unit
[Ano95o, FG75, Hea85, Ike83, MM90, MFPE72, STE90]. unit-under-test
[FG75]. Uniting
[Sha71]. Units
[ACK+84, BK85b, Ger98, Kel94, TST82]. Universal
[Ano96-30, BB97b, CAF78, HC75, LJ75, MBW79, McO80, SJ80]. University
[BC81b]. UNIX
[Ano96a, Bla86, CBL96, FRAC85, HD98, WLHC84, Wat87b, Wat88, BHP85]. Unless
[Ano96z]. Unravelling
[Was75]. Unshielded
[Ano95l]. unstructured
[FJ89]. Unsynthesized
[Bar82]. Update
[Ano92-35]. Updating
[HD98]. Upper
[Chi90, BE90]. Uptime
[Sen85]. Usability
[Ano93-44, Har86, Tg96]. Usable
[Tig96]. Use
[BRHS89, Bur95, DH77, Ada71, Bac91, Car78, Cha77, CP79, CRSS77, Han79, Har76, Pec74, RBB78, SH90a, SJ75, SD83, Sol81, Suk84]. used
[LD93]. Useful
[Cor96]. User
[Ano92c, Ano92l, Ano93c, Bar84, BP85, BF89, BPA+94b, DF90, Fer94, HSK87, HKW95, JS93, LK85, NS83, Not93, RWW95, Sch79, AC90, Bac91, BHP85, Cha91, Dou92, GAP92, GJ74, Gra81, Hum92, JFS0, Kas72, NGW92, OBB88, Por80, Ste74a, SMK84, Van77b, Vob88, WBB90]. User-centered
[BF89]. User-Network
[NZ97]. User-oriented
[Sch79, Ste74a]. users
[KHC+84a]. uses
[Toe86]. Using
[Ano92-36, Ano94w, Ano95o, BS95, CS76, Das96, FHM97, Gal84, Hea94, HNL87, KP88, Kam82, Kru88, LF91, LJ75, MCD97, Mil94, NMY95, OLR82, Ola82a, Pie87, Rya95, Shr82, Sim94b, Wak97, War86, Wil97a, Bur89, CKP89, CS93, Dia81, DP73, DD97, FK79, GC90, Gro92, GBHS81, HT86, Kee89, Kra89, Kri81b, Leo83, Mar89, MB96, Sol81, Swe89, War89, Wec88, WJ79]. UTC
[Ano96-30, Ano71b]. Utility [Bir97, DL73, JST74, OB88]. Utilizers [Ano96w, Ano96p]. UX [AFG+86, Ano92y, BT88, BLY92, Cha91, CHKS86, CR92, KGMT90, KGF92, LP92, Mar89, Not93, OY88, Ran88, SSV90, SMQ88, SAS98, STE90, WLIHC84, Wan88].


Vectors [Han94]. Vectra [LLS88, Ano91e, Ano91d, LL91, NTJ+91, SJL91]. VEE [Bee92, GJ98, Hun92]. Verification [ADG+96, BRR+97, Fos98, GLP+97, HNL87, KGH+87, MBB87, AB87, ABW78, BBK93, CGH+93, KN93].


Very-low-level [Pra75]. VGA [TWCD93]. VHF [Hay74, Low69, SAM73]. via [Goo91, HKH93, Lin97, Was80].

vibrometry [Kee89]. Video [LBS95b, Ric94, LBS95a, MC85, Roy81]. Videoscope [TL89]. View [Ano94r, Pop83]. viewing [SM75]. Virtual [Bas79, But94, CS88, HM88, Mun77, OB88, SW81]. vision [GS93, HCF+88, Mun92]. visual [BH92, Cha91, LT90]. VISUALIZE [SOG98]. Visualizing [Die75]. VLSI [AGO+85, Ama86, Ano90a, BZ83, BW86, BC81b, BFHT83, Gal84, GSG+87, GJM+92, GJW83, HG81, HKC84b, HL85, KGH+87, LRFL83, ML88, MBF+87, Mer82, Neg81, Nis87, QAKP90, RA095, RJH+87, SDA81, SM82, SBB85, Tha89, TH81]. VLSI-Based [GSG+87]. Voice [CS88, CDE+87, NTH+84]. voice-CDE+87. voiceband [CPR75, Dam74]. volt [DiF75, KE74]. Voltage [Ben95, Emm72, FR74, IK69, MH89, Swe89]. voltage-controlled [MH89]. voltages [Fol72, Wad68]. voltmeter [Goo77, MVG77, McO80, VDF72]. volts [Han70]. Volume [BCRS88, MY95]. VRAMs [Ano95-32]. VUE [Joy96]. VXI [KV94]. VXI-Based [KV94]. VXIbus [Ano92m, Ano92t, Ano92-37, Atc92, CW92, Des92, Eri92, Jes89a, Jes89b, Kel92, NH92, War92].

Wafer [NK84, Ham93]. Wafer-Stage [NK84]. was [Sta77]. Wave [Alb88, BGR+88, Col88a, DG88, IC85, Mat86, SR88, Upp88, ZFE+86, CE81, EG86, IK81, Lee74, Nic90, SA91, Tho80].

Waveform [BF82, FPUB88, HSK87, HKM96, KH88b, PF88, PMN82, PB88, Sand86, Sch86, SA82, Sor88, SD82, EL82, Gy88, HK88, HBB88, KMT88, Nic88, TA88s]. Waveforms [SH84, IVE88]. Waveguide [RLB+95].

Wavelength [NMY95, LAB97, MRRS93, WA93].

Wavelet [LY94]. Waves [Shr82]. Way [Ano92l, SBK+97, Bec76]. Ways [PDW85, Pee73]. Weekly [MRH94b].
Weighted [Cas95a]. welcomes [Ega72].
Well [RLB+95, RWT97]. White
[Ben95, CS93, PB82]. white-light [CS93].
white-noise [PB82]. Whiteboard
[Ano94-38]. Wide
[Ano95p, ANSW95, Arm95, CSWR85, FR87c, Met86, BHW77, Cat82, HT76, JRC81, LS76, RD75, Wad68, YK77].
Wide-Bandwidth
[Ano95p, ANSW95, Arm95].
wide-dynamic-range [Cat82].
Wide-Frequency-Range [CSWR85].
wide-range [HT76, LS76]. wide-ranging
[BHW77, YK77]. Wideband
[CFWS82, OH82b, Cho90, Dev70, HK57, LS83, McH87, Ras87]. widen [Zam73].
widgets [ME90]. widths [FD78].
Winchester [BDM85]. Window
[Ano94-33, BSY99, KT90, HB88]. windows
[Sta81a, Ano93c, GC90, HD98, SKG90].
Wireless
[McF98, NIWM98, RNR+98, SM87]. Wiring
[Pie87]. word [Elw74, PK75]. words
[Don69]. work [Ogd78]. Working
[AGO+85]. workspaces [Mun77].
Workstation [Ano92q, BBD+84, Cle93, Cun98, DR95, Hig85b, Mar95b, MTMP83, Pea95, Rub86, SGD83, Tue95, ABD+97, BDF84, Cag86, Jon84, LWBB84, Roh95, SB84, TBL+83, TBBM83]. Workstations
[AFG+86, BCF96, Let92, LHR98, ROKH94, SKK+86, SAS98, ABG+92, BBG91, CL92, Cll+92, DW92a, HVS996, KG92, RH92, UAH+92, Wan88].
World
[Ano92u, Ano96u, Lyn80b, HD98]. Worlds
[NVBBH87]. Worldwide [HSMA+86]. Wrist
[MHCH77]. writable [Cou72]. Write
[Gre85]. Writing
[OH82b, Bru77, Cha70, G072]. wt [HH90].
WYSIWYG [Dei94, WCH94].

X [Ano94-32, Ano94-33, Bre74, BSY89, Bru77, Dei94, FCC79, GN82, HB88, How79, HJW75, KT81, LM81, Mar95a, Met86, RC79, Tal68, TRH85, WCH94]. X-axis
[KT81]. X-Ray [GN82, Bre74]. X-Y
[Mar95a]. XL [BGK+87, BKO87].

Y-axis [HPH81]. yardstick [DG70]. years
[Lea89]. yields [Edw79c]. YIG [LS83].
YIG-tuned [LS83].

Z [MM72]. Z-fold [MM72]. Zero
[Adc87b, But95, Chi82]. zero-encroachment [Chi82].
zoom [BR78].
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